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the republican convention and retire
while the other consular representa
W. H. Andrews,
tives went to the British consulate.
him do it. That
Is his American
(Apprerogative.
The latest news received from Raplause.)
bat confirms previous reports and Is
But let the Santa Fe New Mexican
The tribes are
most disquieting.
and the Albuquerque Journal learn for
threatening to attack Rabat unless th.
a HUle while that the people of the
French control of the customs Is abolished, and all foreigners there are
territory of New Mexico are not going
to submit to being defamed in the.
keeping strictly within their quarters.
public prints of this territory. (ConThe northern French squadron has
sent a cruiser to Casa Blanca.
tinued applause.) I want to say to you
Up to a late hour tonight no details
fellow citizens, that I am proud of
at the bombardment at Mazagan
the fact that I am a resident of New
(applause)
Mexico
I am proud of
have been received, but a steamer Just
In from there reports that the cruiser
the fact that at least two of my children were born In the territory of New
Ouchayla'8 bombardment put an end
Mexico. I want to Bay to you, and I
to the massacre of the Jews.
only wish my voice could reach the
A Moorish official here has Just reears of those In 'Washington and
ceived a letter from the governor of
throughout these United States, who
Ttuin stating that Sir Harry MacLeau
Is no longer In the custody of Kalsull,
have been listening to a few people
In the territory of New Mexico until
the chief of the KmasB tribe having
"
tney seem to oe satwnea mat we are
demanded and obtained permission
grafters; that we are not worthy of
be turned over to their cushe
that
of the People statehood, and that as a matter of
New Executive Asks Support and
tody.
If this Is true there Is little Actions Filed in the Second Judicial District to Enjoin the
fact, we deserve to be classed among
doubt that the Cald will soon be liberMexupon
resera
placed
the Indians and
In Carrying Out the Administration Policy in New
ated.
Carrying Out of Contracts Between the Territory of New
.
vation. I only wish that my voice
The following Incident Is related by
as
fighting:
it
as
eye
and
them
far
could
reach
the
of
Just
an
witness
icco, While He Pledges Himself to Use His Best Efforts can carry, fellow citizens, I will send
Mexico, Its Attorney General, M. A. Otero and A. A. Keen,
"Three Spanish soldiers became Isowere
companions
and
it.
their
from
lated
Wipe
Out
Would
To Secure Statehood for the Territory.
Former Territorial Officials,- - and Clark M. Carr and the
The people of the territory of New Fanatics
attacked by a band of Moors. One
officer, was engaged
petty
Mexico are as honest, as patriotic, and
a
them,
of
in
Revenge
us good; as bright and ua good looking , Hated Europeans
in a desperate struggle with a gigantic
American Lumber Company.
as the people of any territory or state
negro. Falling to kill him by numerA
of
Casa ous
for Bombardment
In the United States. (Cheers and apbavonet thrusts, he sprang at the
plause.)
negro's throat and literally strangled
i
Blanca,
I am proud of the fact that In my
him.
1
In
have
political career
New Mexico
During one of the night advances
peoupon
to
native
been able
call
the
made by the Kaybles, a body of their
ple of this territory as my friends, and FRANCE CRITICISED FOR
cavalry was moving on the town at
that In more than one election, irrea rapid gallop. A shell from one of
spective of former political affiliations,
OF
the French cruisers exploded In their
CRISIS
PRECIPITATING
they have walked up to the polls and
midst and the band was practically'
me
sent me to do what they wanted
annihilated.
Declares New Mexico's to do ns their servant. I am proud to
In Introducing Governor Curry He
The stench from decomposing bodsay that these people are my friends
Upon
Helpless
TO
Fired
ies is described as fearful; the air Is
Shell
First
the
(tDDlause) anil l want- - to say any
thick and filled with files, while own
Greatest Handicap Is Too Much Politics and Resents where,
their
tell
before any people, that no bethouses
empty
looted
Rapine
Town Signal for
and
ter citizenship existed anywhere under
'""The tribesmen In their thirst for
Presence of Government Men Announces that There any
form of government in any counBedouins
From
Pillage by
Held Thattne Territory Had No Right to Sell Timber Rights on
try under heaven, than the native
blood killed even their Mohammedan
Mexican citizens of the territory of
Is No Graft in New Mexico, and Scores Newspapers.
fellow townsmen.
Desert,
New Mexico. (Continued applause and
Lame Acreage Under Terms of Fergusson Act Granti
.
cheers.) Why. they forget, for a mo
(IVES PRAMATIC
WITNESS
EYE
ment, who the forefathers of theso
ACCOUNT OF BOMBARDMENT
McFie Grants Tern
.Lands to Territorial Instiutions-Jud- ge
people were! They forget that we ara (By Morning Journal Hpeclnl Leaned Wire.)
dispatch
8.
A long
Aug.
London.
In
United
States
9.
celebrating
Tangier, AtiR.
today
The horrors of
the
eye
an
yforary Injunctions Prohibiting Further Cuttina or Remov w
here from
the first American settlement on thla the looting of Casa Blanca by native has been received
tasa
at
events
recent
continent as we know It. They are tribesmen are becoming known today witness ofIt the
Is dated August 8. The,
ing of Timber.
holding today the Jamestown exposi- and their recital is infiaralng the na- itiunnn
no- - -- nva thnt Saturday and Sun
tion; yet these people forget that 200 tives against all Europeans. The sitIn
quiet
Oaf
perfectly
passed
you
day
Morning
lasettleJournal. heart. Frankly, I may say to
(Special DUpatrh to the
years or 150 years prior to that
uation In various coast towns Is worse.
the military govActions were filed In United States
tice and Judge of the Second Jud!
and fellow citizens of New Mex- ment of Jamestown, the forefathers The natives are excited. A holy war Blanca, Muley Amln,
Santa Fe. N. M., Aug. 8. At ex- dles
soldiers to court for the second Judicial district
ernor having employed
cial District of New Mexico.
ico, I may have had ambitions uusat-isfle- d of the native people of New Mexico Is being preached at Rabat.
actly twenty minutes after two o'clock
and some satisfied, but this is as started the church bells to ringing
sentiment Is growing as a result guard the town from Arab attack, and of New Mexico yesterday evening, by
COMPLAINT ALLKGF.S OFFICIALS .
this afternoon George Curry took the proud a moment as I could have Im- across this little stream. (Cheers and of the activities of fanatical agititors. done everything possible to secure its Ormsby Mcllarg
and Peyton Gordon,
KNF.W CONTRACTS ILLKGAL
dreams or In the wildest applause.)
There Is fear of a general outbreak. sufetv.
oath of office as governor of New Mex- agined In my my
Araos
of
a
number
special assistants to the attorney genImagination. I feel
"There were
stretches of
Scores Federal Representatives.
A number of European families are
The actions filed last night are ungoes
ico.
writer
the
distant,"
regreatest
civlllzers preparing to flee from Tangier.. Tho twelve miles
most sincerely the honor of being
Civilization! The
eral of the United States, seeking to derstood to be the first of a series of
The brief inaugural ceremony and quested to deliver the welcoming ad- the world has ever known were the Angora tribesmen, in the immediate on, "but a majority of them had re cancel contracts which have been en- similar actions which will seek to re
the addresses which followed It took dress to the governor of this territory men who penetrated the utmost re- vicinity of Tangier are restless and turned to their Interrupted harvesting tered Into by officials of the territory cover on practically all timber lands
place in the presene of the largest au- and I know that that honor has been cesses of the world, the Conquesta-dore- s mar cet out of hand. The Moorti.ii and It was supposed that the French of New Mexico with private Individ- which have been sold by the territory
they authorities have practically no control would attempt nothing with the small uals for the sale of timber on ap- of New Mexico and Its officials, from
m the New conferred upon me, not because of
of Spain, and although
dience ever assembled
Mexico capitol building. The cham- any superior merit which 1 may
were soldiers, they carried the sword of the society.
force available from the Galilee. We proximately D0,UU0 acres of territorial those lands granted to the territory
he
as a speaker, because I could in one hand and the cross in
ber of the house of representatives
There are many compiainis among all retired to rest at 4 o'clock.
timber lands granted to territorial In- for the use of terlrtorlal Institutions,
where the ceremony occurred, was never make a Fourth of July oration. other. (Applause.)
"Mondnv morning, however, we stitutions
the Europeans that France acted
by the Fergusson act of under what Is known as the Fergusson
desummons
people,
the
by
a
In
bomburdthese
packed and Jammed with a mass of 1 believe that it was recognized that
Tell me that
were suddenly alarmed
at Casa Blanca
18Ü8, seeking to
perpetually enjoin act, it being alleged that the contracts
humanity until not another living soul this would be an administration by a scendants of these people, are graftnar that town before protection couiu to repair to the British consulate owthe further cutting of timber on the entered Into for the sale of these lands
that
Galilee
the
could be squeezed Into the room. Then man who knew New Mexico and who ers, and that we need a dozen special be arranged for the Jews and Euro
from
to
ing
notice
lands and to recover the lands and or the timber on them, Is In direct vioto avert
confusion the doors were knew the people of the territory of agents of the United States govern- peans there and elsewhere along me it was Intended to land a force and the timber, also to recover the value lation of the terms of the Fergusson
peowas ment here to Investigate these
it
and that
Mexico
closed and the crowd overflowed down New
coast and In the interior. Tiii news occupy the town at 5 o'clock. It was of the timber already cut from said act, which provides specifically that
no tract, from the lands which may
the marble stairs of the building and thought eminently proper that the ple? (Applause- and laughter.)
from Casa Blanca, while conflicting as understood that the Galilee had been liinds.
derise
people
won't
surrounding
be
lawn. Santa address I am to make should
Tell me that these
out over the
to the situation there today, unites in In wireless communication with the
The suits, three In number, were be sold, may be disposed of by the
grafters
was
its
the
to
by
might
large
Fet
In
crowd,
but
who
and
do
Instruca
man
him.
a
knew
their
livered
Fe had exoected
showing that the bombardment
filed In the office of District Clerk territory in tracts greater than ISO
warships and hud received
in New Mexico continued for longer than was first tions to get a party Inside the town John Veiiuble last nlRht by Mr. I'eyion acres to any single firm, corporation or
pectations were so far surpassed mat low citizens, will you excuse me ior a or the bribe-takemoments while I indulge in some what their forefathers did to the In- supposed, and that the lack of an
the ancient city had trouble In accom-ifeGordon, who came to Albuquerque for Individual, and that of the land which
In order to facilitate subsequent opmodatlng the viators who are est! reminiscences,
dians when they settled this country.
French force to afford protec erations. An American resident of the purpose and who will return to may be leased, only 640 acres may be
The chief Justice of this territory Defends Hawkins of the Southwestern tion resulted in an opportunity ioi the city declined to take shelter at Santa Fe this morning. The first of leased to any firm, corporation or indimated at several thousand.
ceremony com- - in Introducing me has done me more
inaugural
I tell you that there Is less graft, barbarous looting, rapine and pillage
cotisciiuently the suits is entitled:
The
vidual, and then for a term of not
British consulate;
the
than honor. He ha hinted to you less corruption, In the territory of with all the accompaniment of inurdci the
manded the closest attention of
"The United States of America vs. more than five years.
consul sent part of his guard of
the
terlanding
get
Into
any
1888
or
in
territory
In
to
state
managed
Into
came
the
I
Mexico,
French
people who had
In the complaints In the actions
than
New
that
and horror. The first
to protect Captain Cobb, the the Territory of New Mexico, George
the situation. soldiers
ritory In the United States. (Ap- parlies could not cont-the chamber, and the speeches whichg and that I earned my living by
attorney general of filed yesterday, which are Identical,
as
I'rlchard,
W.
American.
were heard with deep inter-jinthe head of a drill In Sierra plause.)
Moorish authority .wWmil. with the
of New Mexico, Alpheus save for the names of the defendants,
The correspondent then described the territory
est and closest attention. There wer-s- j county, New Mexico'. Thai Is true. My
A. Keun anil Clark M. Carr," and Is to and the location and acreage of lands'
I asked, when I Rtarted. what was- first French' fcun, and lawlessness the landing of the French force at
com
that the territorial
but two speeches, the address or wel nride Is that I come from the
ihe matter with New Mexico. A lit- reigned. It Is now reported, however,
m., ns narrated in a former dis- recover the timber lights and to pre- sold, it Is alleged
come by Judge A. B. Fell and the re mon people and that I know wtiat the tle politics and a few miserable news- - that between 2,000 and 3,000 French a.
vent the further cutting of timber on orfielnls, while making neither a sale
said:
He
patch.
1
a
am
want,
because
Curry
people
blue
common
by
spons
Governor
Jacket "Singly and carrying disjointed ri- approximately 12,000 acres of land, nor a lease of the timber lands at ispapers, that Is all. t Applause unu and Spanish marines and
Judge William J. Mills, accompan- common man myseir.
ashore at Casa Blanca and that or- fles concealed In valises to avoid the timber lights of which were con- sue, entered Into a contract for the
are
cheers.)
Europeans
lands
ied by Associate Justices Ira A. AbThe natural resources of New Mex- der has been restored. TheIons
part of the Galilee's tracted to Mr. Carr by the territory of sale of timber on the territorial standToo Much Politics.
of life all suspicion, a conveyed
bott, Frank W." Parker and John Ft.
will be developed there are all safe. The
to New Mexico while Mr. A. A. Keen wus chiefly valuable for the timber
today,
which
Saturday
ico
been
men
had
was
the
Therefore, I said this
from the
McFle, administered the oath of officii
lands; that In the cutting
within the next five years, will class among the Moors resulting
where they took commissioner of public landsperof the ing on said
proudest moment of my life, because New
appears to be much the French consulate,
Hundred oin in PinxtshIoii.
acre. of the timber, such lands were made
bombardment
of territory, at a price of Jü.fiO
Mexico commercially and Industerrace
on
the
position
up
their
New
of
territory
depeople
the
of
the
Fe
by being
People began pouring into Santa
practically valueless
of the greater than was first Indicated.
The other two suits are entitled:
trially, as the Pennsylvania
the forethat commanded town,
by hundred lust night and more hun- Mexico have a governor today who southwest.
vs. nuded; that the territorial officials In
of
America
and Spain, the two powers the roof
United
making
States
the
"The
be
France
will
We
and
of
the
corner
dreds came In on the morning trains. comes from the common people. steel, making the Iron, furnishing the responsible fo the maintenance of shore and ina the water gate batteries the Territory of New Mexico. George making such sales of timber from
In reinforcements also took
the contract
At 1:30 o'clock this afternoon, when (Cheering.)
V. Frlchard. ns attorney general of said lands, knew that
and for the entire order, e sending transports
Do you know what Is the matter coal, for Mexico
are pro- from the rear.
and
the parade formed on the plaza, the
territory of, New Mexico, M. A. into which thev entered were In violacruisers
and
the
they
country,
still
and
out
southwestern
broke
musketry
fire
too
little
furious
"A
for Casa Blanca
whole area was crowded. The parade, with New Mexico? Just a
Alpheus A. Keen, nnd the tion of law, and that they were so adthat men ceeding with all speed
waterfront, and a dull Otero,
In along the
politics; Just a little would have you to believe
Frunce,
points.
which extended almost from the Claire much
coast
Lumber company, ami seek vised before said contracts were enother
and
American
who
instance,
like W. A. Hawkins, for
order, booming from the old Moorish battery to recover the timber rights and to tered Into.
security
and
restore
hotel to the capitol, was made up as too much republicanism. Just a little
to
order
building
to
work
Amln and
democracy. I have has devoted his life
too much
to occupy a number of showed that after all Muley something.
The complaint In each of the casen
follows:
prevent the further cutting of timber
up New Mexico, establishing railroads, may be forced
forty
thousand
yesterday by the special assistThe Santa Fe police, New Mexico not bewn able to recognize the brand
thirty
and
filed
on
Moorish ports and perhaps even send his soldiers were doing
between
Is
of
industries.
kinds
resistand
all
my
poor
sawmills
They made, however, u
general cover
mounted police, headed by Lieutenant for a long time (laughter) but two a thief. They would have you be- a punitive expedition to Fez.
of territorial timber lauds, the ants to the attorney
acres
ceased.
soon
marfriends, Harry Kasley and one or
rights on which it Is alleged, more than thirty pages. The genJohn Collier; J. H.
has been a native outbreak ance, and their fire
There
timber
Andrews,
W.
H.
man
a
like
(Apof
lieve
the
that
roar
earmarks.
This
"In the meantime the
shal of Santa Fe, and Ken Williams, others still bear the
the Caid at Mazugan.
were Illegally contracted to the Ameri- eral terms of the Fergusson act of
who can build you a road from Sania against
and shell can
representing the Santa Fo secret ser- plause.)
port has been bombarded by the Galilee's guns Increased
Lumber company by M. A. Otero, June, 18118, granting the lands to the
with
(applause)
to
connection
woorwelcoming
a
Fe
are
over
we
citizens,
ii.i,EaUp
bursting
the
Fellow
Hiiehiivka.
all
seen
were
vice.
..
as governor of New Mexico, and A. A. territory, are set forth, showing the
r irui ii it
systems
govgreatest
the
of
new
were
a
one
as
of
men
well
era,
as
the
new
a
company
now
ouarter.
Wounded
Magador
that
Lumber
reported
H,
from
The American
It Is
Keen, as land commissioner of the ter- total acreage of said lands to have
ernor, In New Mexico. What differ- world, and assist In developing your MacLanln, the ranaucai pnem.
seen dragging themselves along the ritory.
band.
been 1,363,080 acres, and the manner
must
hav marching on Mogador at the head or streets. In twenty minutes an seemeu The complaints In the three suits In
Ten rough riders In uniform, as fol- ence does It make to the miners of mines and your Industries,
which said lands were to be sea guardian sent from Washington, a 800 exiled followers.
fire ceased, nut mis are Identical and accompanying each lected, sold or leased, and the miniover;
first
the
lows: Captain Fred Muller Lleuteii. Socorro county, a miner of Colfax
Maxregoon
of,
agent
or
me
the
depart
to
county,
settlers
interior
the
snecia
ant William Grlflln, A. J. Griffin, John
French warships passed here was only a lull, for the firing
of them Is a temporary injunction, mum price per acre to be charged
citizens, Theodora thisFour
well land grant, or to the owners of ment!
Fellow
H. Hell, J. T. Sandoval, Thomas Wilmorning on their way to Caaa sumed, und the fighting was contin- signed by Judge John R. McFie oí the for such aale of lands a could be
a
h.s.
or
Plotn-teaurepublican
he
grant
better,
a
and
past
six
whether
knows
Roosevelt
that
Fred
liams, Timothy Breen.
ued intermittently until half
First Judicial district court, In th
Blanca.
or such lease of lands that were
Wtlll.'m democrat Is the governor of the terri- sent George Curry to New Mexico nnd
anxiety prevails here regard- In tbe morning. The Muley Amln. absence of Judge Ira A. Abbott from fold
Kichard Gulterman,
subject to lease. The terms of the
coast
tory of New Mexico? The man who the other fellows will go pretty quick. ingGreat
came
' '
officials,
various
In
of
the
preventing
other
Schnepple.
further
territory,
the
with a number
the
the situation
Fergusson act are generally familiar
and (Aimlause and laughter.)
The first currlnge carried Govern r knows the people of the territory hapto the British consulate, offering to cutting of limber on the lands In
luWflH
people of New Mexico, since
troops are regarded as surrender. The consul referred them question until the hearing on petition to the
Fellow citizens, we want less party.
Curry, Judge A. B. Fall. Former Gov- s. who knows a pot of chill if helaughnative
The
much discussed, alpens to see It (applause, and
we do not want a partisan, we want a unreliable, and If a general outbreak to the French consul. They objected for a permanent injunction fchall have that aot has beenpassage
ernor Otero, and Secretary J. W.
by congress,
Its
most
since
'
be
likely
to
ter) he is the man who knows what
reat
men.
mun who knows
The
occurs, the results are
It was Impossible to approach the been had.
investiga- - i
that
alnce
the
particularly
beand
want,
territory
of
the
well
bankers
put
man
by
the
a
not
that
In
cowboys,
Spanish
tne
would
headed
American citizen
Six
The temporary Injunction
most serious.
French consulate because the. every
by the late house of representa- - .
tlon
bankers
after
had
the
Jack,
cause
has
he
the
H.
M.
was
Wfl
a
that
bunker.
heard
In
veteran,
Colonel
he
are
bank
unless
to
his
Clark
Complaints
was already filing at
known
case of the timber sold
of New Mexico Into the delivery
his life to make him pay his He would not employ a lawyer unless French
authorities consulate
all es- tlvos
and Spanish
of Sliver City, came next. Then Chief him all(Applause
Moor who passed In the street, and Carr, and which Is Identical Inacreage
deeds, executed by the for- certain
laughter.)
of
and
supreme
the
court
bills.
for
precautions
Mills,
the
of
he
is
lawyer.
was
He
a
thinks
from
reception
the
taken
details,
from
he
aside
hnve
similar
sential
a
Jusllc
they feared
mer administration, by H. J. Hager
Fellow citizens, the territory of Now abundantly able to fill any earthly po- should
temporary
Involved,
British
other
and Associate Justices Abbott, Parker
of the Europeans at all
The
with
safety
the
consulate.
man, while, grovernor of New México
Mexico wants a business administra- sition In the government and the grat
Casa the Frenchthen gave to Muley Amid a injunctions, Is as follows:
unrl McFle.
before acting as they did at
Development
to forget for a few American citizen takes him nt .Vs. Blanca.
to the Pennsylvania
Europeans here are in- consulate
and
Then followed another carriage con-U. tion. We want
The
consulate
French
Territo
the
America,
f
United
State
The
comnanvr. which Investigation Is said
moments the republican party and the wrd. You send a man to maki laws dignant that so little protest has been letter
taining Delegate W. H. Andrews, 8.
a
carry
white
to
tory
Moors
Mexico.
New
the
of
advised
We want to go for you who never read a law In Ms forthcoming.
to have been the direct cause or toe
families are flag.
Many
Grtmshaw, Solomon Luna, and H. O. democratic party.
They then went on. Their
In the District Court, Second Judi- present lnvetlgatlon by the governback to first principles. We want to life! You select a man as an asses- leaving Tangier In fear of an
successful,
Bursum. and thereafter the Cupltsl
for
was
apparently
New
Territory
of
of
cial
the
District
mission
Mexico
people
of New
militia, know what the
ment Into territorial land ' transacCity band, the New Mexico
outbreak.
sor who never had a dollar's worth of
ceased and at 9 o'clock
Mexico.
'
Menace Tangier. the firing soonwere about proclaiming
tion. ;
man
itnd many carriages containing promi- want. (Applause.)
assess;
Warring
you
Trllwimen
a
property
select
to
PlainThe United State, of America,
Why. my fellow citizens,! party
The romplaint then sets forth that
tonight It was ru- public criers
nent citizens. Perez band followed and
hour
In his ordinary
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a
no
At
who
shelled
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a
collector
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town
tiff.
Will some gentleman
tribesmen wer that the We
the terms of the Fergusson acW of
then a long line of citizens on foot.re- What Is party?
transactions might not hi mored that the Angora firing
versus.
ate our next meal with
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kindly stand up and tell me what a business
.wiw audiJune 21.' 180H. were formally accepted
and
Tangier,
to
It was an Imposing parade, which
cents
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bond
Mexico,
a
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Territory
of
New
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by an act of the territorial legislature
formed after the Inaugural exercises democrat Is Y on my friend, Hon. T. and a half, and each one of you ble. This has Increased the alarm.a quiet
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explained
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Attorney
I'rlchard,
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General
be
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of New Mexico, which act created the
to escort Governor Curry back to his
good Today a Moor attempted to murder
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Mexico;
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Territory
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of
New
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that
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F.uropean
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a
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commission of public land, fo? the
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M.
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Keen,
a
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other
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by the Intervention of
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other
Insufficient
an
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request
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Mr.
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an
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American
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want
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when
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State
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fellow
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difficulty induced to
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ritorial legislature bearing on the adforeigners.
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the
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their
a
magnificent
the south, one of the
lM" "0Pt ed over night
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THE ALBUQUERQUE
that tht lands from which timber was
o aold. were for the exclusive u
ol
the University of NVw Mexico and the
Agricultural collect and that the act
of congress provided that from the
lands so granted to these institutions

it hall be unlawful to cut. remove
or aj'lropriate in any way any timber
growing upon the lands leased under
too provisions of this act, and not
more than one section of land shall
be leased to any one corporation or
association of persons and no lense
shall be mRde for a longer term than
iive yeaii."
The complaint
then continues:
"That the mild application and contract entered into between the territory of New Mexico and Clark M.
Carr waa part of a plan, scheme, arrangement and agreement, while purporting to be acting for the benefit of
the territory of Ntw Mexico, which
Raid plan, scheme, arrangement and
agreement was entered into bv said
defendants for the purpose of defrauding the United States of Amerita
of Its interests in and to the land described In said application, the same
having been granted and reserved to
the territory of New Mexico for the
purposes set out In said act of congress above referred to, and the said
lands and funds derived therefrom
having been by the United Mates of
America placed In trust with the territory of New Mexico as a trust fund
for the purposes enumerated In said
net. particularly for the benefit of the
territorial university and the territo
rial agricultural college.
Thai.
the price agreed upon in said contract
to be paid by the defendant. Hark M.
Carr, to the defendant territory of
New Mexico, was very much less than
the market value of the timber in the
locality where the same was situated
at the time said contract was entered
into,
and that the defendants
as plaintiff Is inform''. I and believes and therefore alleges the fact
to be, knew that at the time the said
contract was entered Into that the
price agreed upon in said contract
for the timber Intended to be
sold under said contract to the defendant, Clark M. Carr, was of a
market value much in excess of the
price agreed upon in the localhv
where the said timber was at thai
time situated.
"That said Instrument set out rilinve
is null and void and of no effect- and
not binding upon the plaintiff, for the
reason that It is in violation of the
provisions of the act of June 2
1898."

Paragraph 22 of the complaint
states:
That Ihe defendants, the territory
of New Mexico, Alpheus A. Keen anil
Clark M. Carr. well knowing that the
value of said lands consisted solely of
the timber growing thereon, and acting contrary to express instructions
from the secretary of the interior, and
nfter having been fullv advised, as
nhovvn by the records in the office of
Ihe commissioner or public lands, and
after having been fully ndvlsed by an
opinion entered in the minutes of the
public lands board, furnished by K. 1..
Uartlett, which said meelliig was held
on May 12, 1904. said Hartlctt being
then arid there solicitor general of the
territory of New Mexico, and lie, said
Hartlett, then and there advising said
board, Ihe records of which said
board are in the keeping and under
ihe custody and control of the commissioner of public lands, that 'tins
board has no right to sell timber sep.u
late from the lands, and that the la
Is strictly u;;ainst It,' said defendant
received the above application
ond enieie-- j Into the foregoing c.
in tht riuine of the territory of
New Mexico, with the defendant,
Clark M. Carr."
The complulnt then charges conspiracy to defraud the United State,
ii h J further that timber hu. been cut
bud Is being cut from said lands, that
the territory has done nothing and Is
doing nothing to prevent the curying
out of the said fraud and conspiracy.
com ludes the com"Wherefore."
plaint, "the plaintiff prays that tie
ald defendants and each of them,
their servants, agents, employes und
each of them, be perpetually
i
and enjoined from hereafter
walking any claim to said premises
arid that said defendants
be restrained from making
atiy tran.srer. sale or assignment of ih.
ubovv mentioned contract"
and
that an account bo taken by and under
the direction and order of this honorable court, of the logs, timber, and
lumber made fiom same."
and
that said defendants may be respectively decreed to pay to plaintiff the
value of said logs, timber, etc.
from the date of said removal and th"
amount received for rents and profits,
with Interest from date of the receipt
thereof.
und that said contract
he held null ond void and that
the same muy lie canceled and declared null and void as having been
entered Into In fraud of the plaintiff."
Tito complaints In the two actions
following the action against Clark M.
Cair are In terms similar to the abov.
ave for the addition of M. A. Otero,
former governor of New Mexico, in
one of the defendants.
Xo heating on the petition for n
permanent injunction will lie set until
the return of Judge Ira A. Abbott.
hh h
expected within B few days.
!
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A

messenger arrived here ibis morning
from Ocate. twenty. five miles from
this pluce, for medical aid. bringing
news of
disastrous boiler explosion
at the Carillo and Sandoval sawmill.
According to the messenger, who had
relieved another messenger on the
road, the boiler of the plant exploited,
killing one man Instantly and seriously wounding three others. The names
of the dead and Injured could not be
secured today. A Wagon Mound
physician left it once for the scene of
the accident and is eperud to return
tomorrow.

BUILDING TRADES
TIE-U- P
AT WASHINGTON
Aug. 6 The long
Wrshingfon,
of the building
threatened to-u- p
of Washington reached a crista lute today when the carpenters,
brick Livers nd other union woik-me- n
employed on many buildings
r or'ier.'d out. Iiulnes agents of
tb building trade
unions estimate
that from too to "00 men will not
for work tomorrow. Officials of
giiut l.itlon staled In.
the employers'
light thi-- t tiny were haltig no" difficulty In filling ihe atrikcr' places,
le-po- rt

it

MEXICO

:.

i

f

.

THE JAFFA

Detroit at Philadelphia.
at Washington.

National league.
New York at I'itteburg.

ROMERO AND SEDILLO

ROSWELL CLEARED UP

PROVE DISAPPOINTING

Unfortunate Man Slain by His Sedillo on 'Stand Denies ForCousin Who Buried His Body
mer Siened Statements as
in Dry Acequia;
Widow's
to Valles Confession of the
Ruse Clears Mystery,
íaves Murder',

1

DUpatrh to the Moraine Jnui-n- i affnSpeclu Dlapatrh to the Morning-Koswell, N. M., Aug. 8. ConfrontKstancia, N. M., Aug. 8. The terried by the widow
of his victim In tory met with Its first setback In the
handcuffs, who pleaded tearfully with trial of Domingo Valles for the murhim to tell the truth concerning his der of Colonel J. Francisco Chaves tocrime to then end that she might be day when two of its star witnesses
relieved of the terrible charge w hich went back on signed statements which
she declared she rested under, Moses were read to the Jury, and
which
h. Lewis, In his cell In the Chaves witnesses liad made some months
county jail, today made a full and free prior to the beginning of the hearconfession that be murdered Leland ing. Jacobo Sedillo was a particularly
(Special

Stanford Teihune,
his cousin and
oart'ior.
That the spirit of chivalry, which
actuated the confession, also furnished the motive for the crime, was evident from the prisoner's story. Tuesday afternoon of last week, ho came
upon Teihune bitterly upbraiding and
threatening his wife with violence.)
iirnitfii.tumii-oiuy serveu lo maKe
the husband more violent and disre
spectful In his language toward his
consort, and, losing his temper, Lewis
brained his cousin with a spade which
he carried.
The unfortunate
man
dropped unconscious and the murderer, according to his own story, fell
upon his victim and cut his throat.
Following the disappearance of
searching parties were organized and yesterday, the water being
turned out of an Irrigation ditch, a
sunken grave was found. Examination of the grave revealed the body of
Terlitine in an advanced mate of decomposition. The discovery of the
bony was followed shortly by the arrest of Lewis, and the mock arrest of
the murdered man's widow, and his
Interview with tne woman, who appeared before him heavily manacled
and In tears, brought forth the confession which solved the mystery.
When the news of the confession
become public an excited crowd gathered about the Jail, find while there
was some talk of lynching, cooler
counsel prevailed, and it
now believed there is not the slightest danger of violence.
f
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BALDRJDGE'S YARD IS THE PLACE

For Lumber, Shingles,
Large stock of Windows, Doórs
Paints, Oils, Brushes, Cement, Building Paper, always on hand

Also

New York 0. Mt. Louis 8.
Ht. Louis. August S. St. Louis, by butting
Chcsbro out of the box In the seventh Inning of today's game tied the acure with five
runs.
Score
K. H. E.
St. Louis
000 000 500 5 8 0
New York
.011 021 Olx 6 10 0
butteries Powell and Spencer; Clusbro,
Newton and Ktlvmiw.

RASPBERRY

lloston and Chicago
Hoston, August s, He fore a large crowd
Chicago and HosO n broke even In a double
header today.

And

and-Lat-

RASPBERRY

Kirst (tamo

Winter and

Second

Came
muí uno
ooo 013

,

It. II. K.

0606

6
11

Oiiu4
liatterles White. Walsh und MuKuilund;
Prultt, Morgan und Parent.

BLACKBERRY BRANDY,
WHITE

ROCK MINERAL
WATER.

( lilrag.i !, Philadelphia 0.

r;

give you satisfaction.
Try them and .be convinced. Ask your neighbors.

The
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.Mazarían. Mexico, Aug.

8.

A

tele-

gram received heie late last night announces that at Kl Fuerte, a construction camp on the Kansas City, M"X-le- o
and Orient railway, a pitched batplace yesterday between
tle took
gangs of Japanese and Mexican workmen. In uhich three Japanese were
seriously Injured
killed and three
Mexicans were morlally
and Hire
wounded and one killed.
The trouble Is saiil lo have til ted
aevernl clay ago
a dispute
when
Arose between a J.lpaneite and ft Alex- lean.

JaHiiii'iK- - I:m-II,',- I
from (oiiiilry,
Him Krnnclnco, Aug. 8. One hundred and tdx Japanese, the large

SAt.K

OF TIMI1KK

-

Wsshlnxton,

Tl.

c.

marked
Sealed bid
nutslrin "Hid Timber Sal Application.
In
addressed
and
Maleo."
San
14.
l07,
Jane
Forest Herviré, Washington.
tne Furrslw-Ill he received up to Including the tenth
4 10th
day ut August. 190T, for all the
landing and
nirrrhantaMe dead timber
down, and all the live timber marked for
offlcera,
by
located on
cutting
the forest
portions of Heel Ions II, 14, and 3, T. ( it ,
10, and 15, T. I ).,
,
It. I W; on Hectloni
it. 7 W. on Sections 1, , , and 4, T. I H,
K. f W, and on Sections 13 and 14, T. 4 H
II. 1 W , N M. I'. M , wl4hln the Hen Mateo
National Forest, New Mexico, eetlmatrd to
be l oon. 00
feet l. M. yellow pine saw
timber, log scale, more or lee. No bide ut
lesa than II per M. feet II. M. will be
eonsldered, and a deposit of $&0Q must be
sent to (leo. m. King, Fiscal Agent, Forest
Her vice. Washington. 1. C, for each bid
submitted to the Forester.
Timber uon
valid claims It exempted from sale.
The
right to reject any and all bids la reserved.
24.

t'i'17.

deported
number ev-- r
from this
romt, will leave on the steamer Manchuria for th Orient today. The de- For further Informnllon and regulations
portation consist of Japanese
governing sal., address John Kerr, Forest
slipping over the Alexlcan border Into Kutiervleor, Magdalena. New Meslou. K. JC
Ihe I'lilled
They were brought CAHTK.lt, Acting Forester.
here by the Inspector III charge of the
Immigration bureau at i'ort Worth,
AT THIS MONARCH GK4 KliT
AI'M

Texan.

TOIIAY

tmJ

$1.85 up to V3.60
$1.00 up to $8.00

THE

SUPERIOR LUMBER AND MILL CO.
WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

IHE

II1MHAWI

AN OLD

TIMERS

Img

ALBUQUERQUE,

IU.1.

EXTENDS TO

EPOSITOK8 EVEHY PKOPKH ACCOMMODATION
'
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAFITAL
$150.000.0.
Officers and Director:
SOLOMON LUNA, President.
W. 8, STRICKLKR,
W. J. JOHNSON,
Vic President and Caahler.
AMtotaat Gulden
GEORGE) ARNOT.
WILLIAN MCINTOSH.
A. M. BLACK WELL,
O. E. CROMWELL.
J. O. BALDRIDGE.

JT.

LIVERY

311-31-

3

PATTERSON
STABLES

AND BOARDING

West Silver Avenue.

IfTh.

Telephone, 57.

Albuquerque, New Mexloo

s t rong!

FUNERAL

DIRECTOR

MONUMENTS

PICIIIC

White and Black Heart

201-21-

1

North Second

3?llir,TlrfKffiBfi

Veterans of the Early
Days in Santa Fc Yesterday

More

Than Ever Gathered Together in New Mexico Before,
Spvclnl DUpatrh to the Morning
Santa Fe, N. M., Auif. 8.

Jnnrnnt.

The inauguration of Governor Curry has
brouKht iv crowd to Santa Fe, that
were it not for the Inauguration ami
the crowda of youngster on hand,
would look very much like nn
píenle. Never before in the
history of New Mexico have so many
of the
the veterana of
the early days, gathered together. Governor Curry known them all and they
have come out to see him and shako
hunda with him. There are men her
today, lot of them, who haven't been
In Santa Fe for years, not n few who
who haven't been here since Governor Curry was a member of the legislature.

REPORT OF THE CONDITION
OF

The First National Bank
AT ALIUIQUKKQIII-J- , IN Til K TEKUITOHY OP NEW MEXICO.
AT TJIIi Cl.OHU OF KUHINICWH, UAIIC1I 12. 107.

"old-timers- ."

WK HAVE 1INK MEXICAN MMK.S, TIIK
MONARCH (,!((( KKY ( (.
Auction

Naif of Vuliinlile Krul Kxlulfl liml
I'rrMinul l'nirrly.
lly virtue nf aulhnrlty vento, 1 In mn y
l
(if aMalKiimrnt for
ciiminnn lnw
lienefit ef rrrdltori rxe-uui- l
tu me "n lite
Iwenly-elKhth
day ef June, A. I), I97, hy
Ihe (lulil mid (Vment Syndicate, a nirpiirH-- l
inn uriiunlr.)-i- l under Ihe law a "f the IVrrl-Inr- y
I
III
ll nt public iturllnn
"f Arli-nm- ,
at the Iti'.il Km ute KnhnriKu and Am-llnllnanl, Appletiin Hull.llnK. Nn. 4 Mlierty
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
llnatnn,
miuure, cnrnrr nf Water utreet.
Miiaaai'huarltii, en Tiieaday. the twenty-aev-entAt Columbus-Ctdtim- bus
iluy uf AuKUat, A. 1). lm7. at 10:10
1. Mltwntikee 5.
At Indianapolis Indianapolis 6, St. Paul "Vim k In Hid (iirniiinn. all and aliiKiiliir.
Ihe real eatate nnd pcramial prnperty ef
At Toledo Toledo 0. Kansas Clly t.
a.ild (Mil and Cement Syndicate, wherever
At l.oulevllle-Loulsvl- lle
Hu Id irnieiiy rumíala In part aa
1, .Minneapolis 11. all un
.- .f.illi.wa:
All minina olnlmi of Ml aerea, mora or
Itncing JtcMults) al Saratoga.
lena, altttated ahiitit Ave mllea frum Gulden.
Saratoga, Aug. 8. Kind Hace Six In
Ciuinty nf Haniliival and Territory nf
furlongs: Demund won; Jack Atkln NewIhe Meili-nwith Ihe f.illiiwlna; liulldlnKa
second; So well third. Time, 1:11 4. B. (hereon, via: Holler hoiiae, imuae for help,
Second Knee Steeplechase: about ahi'p, and thre aiVihe linuaia. Knr further
two miles: I'agan Hey won: Mooksle i Iptlon nf auld real eatate reference,
may lie made lo I he minina
reconla ef
second; Taprlka third. Time. 4:21
County ef Hernalllln. Vol. It, I'aire 124.
Third Itace Six furlongs:
Tha
peraonal
properly
uf Iwn
nuialata
Hall won: Itara Avl. ccond; Smlrker
and bollera, amall luimi'. I"l rnliln
third. Time, 1:14.
rope, lot well ilrllllii
Inula, well
Fourth Itace The Alabama makes; lliree ore rara, lila kamllh furnace aln.
anil
mile and a furlong; Kenn Yeito won; lilower, anvil, lot J and 1 Inch pipe, hora,
Mold lMy second; Yankee Ulrl third. hiirnraa. hucklioard. ph ka, ahovela, ham-nier- a
and Iher loóla, ófrico furniture, hoardTime. 1;M 5.
Fifth Itace Mile; JJcuce won: Tod-di- es ing houae furniture, aaaay acalea, etc., ele. Said
second; Teiescopo third. Timo. Birve. properly will he aolil without re1:40.
Terma mndo known at lime of ante,
KJxtli Kace FJv ami one-ha- lf
furII A II l.l-:V. TI'i'KKH.
longs: Incognito won; (iioitaH.-- a secHyndli-ate- ,
AaalKnee Hold and Ceiiu-n- l
ond; Fori Johnson, third. Time, l;bs
lludaon, aliiaa, Au(uat 1, I'm 7.
.
'
.
.
Cor-ban-

BANK OF COMMERCE

AA.

H

,

CaHCrt, at, per foot
Floor Case, at, per foot

Seo Our New Brick Building.

O

J.'ckson, Miss., Aug. 8. The dem-uctic state executive committee today declared John sharp Williams
the :umilriee for United States senator.
Coventor Vardatnan conceded the
non dilution of Williams by sending
the following note to the committee:
' The
democratic party, through Its
exe uilve committee, has declared Mr.
WIM.nns the nominee, mid I accept
the arbitration of that tribunal without a tinge of resentment or ri gid for
un. .hliif done or said by my friends
or oic durlnt the campaign.
'1 urn for the nominee, mid hope
thai he w'l.'l make the people of Mississippi a great United States senator.
I have mude the campaign
upon living and present and pertinent princip;,nd while I lost the nomination,
le-,
I
thoroughly coiiylnced that the
lat.;e majority oí the white people of
Mi'dnlppi agree with mv principles,
ano I shall continue to fight for these
principles as earnestly in the future
as I hae contended for them In the
past.
No man was ever bleveil by
more loyal and faithful friends than
those who favored my fortunes in
this contest. 1 want them to feel us
I do. that we have not been defeated,
but that the victory Is only postponed
for a season. I have been a candidate
j.
several times In my life, ami lost the
les Moines
000 003 02 3
l nioll Pacific llldenil.
city
Hl"x
fight, but never have
felt the sting
000
,....003
01Dexter;
New York, Aug. X. The directors
Batteries -- Clarke.
Miller
of l feat, and I am not feeling it torailroad de- Brushes. Jarrot and Mattery. and
of the fnlon raclflc
day."
clared n regular quarterly dividend of
Pueblo t, Denver 1.
per cent on comtwo and one-haPueblo. c,i
August X. Pueblo won a
JAPANESE AND MEXICANS
The last
mon mock thin afternoon.
pin viol game frorn
well
today.
dividend amounted to two and
flil,
bog
batting were th feature.
and
FIGHT PITCHED BATTLE
but was not denlgnnted a reguK,'"ri
H. H. K.
lar at that time, The director have 1'iiehk
noo 100 01! 5 0
dividend of lenr
declared the
000 lo n I
0
per cent on preItallroad Laborer In Deadly Dispute two and one-haBalterles Hatch and Urlll; It. Adams and
Znlusky.
Six Slain.
ferred Mock.

KTW MVTKV

Special Price in Case Lots

1

Governor Thanks
Ms Friends for Loyal Sup-p- it
and Says He Will Try It
ain Next Time,

1

Counter

Our Bakery Goods will

(".ñengo. August
Sedillo Denies Ills Statements.
K.
Chicago
defeated
The second sensation of the day Philadelphia todufviwa crand fielding game.
I
i
Score
SeH. H. K.
was In the testimony of Jacobo
Alt) 001 00
0
tl
2
Sedillo had Chicago
dillo. the next witness.
ooo ooo ooo -Philadelphia
..
0
2
to
confessions
made several written
ltciilhach and Moran;
Moren
the effect that Va'les had a'ked andliatterles
,
liuoln.
hint' to go wi'll l.liil (Vulto to
I'm on l'ic Mat d
kill Colonel Cliave:
tl, llohlon 0.
SI. 1aiu
today, lie forgot cv '; thin r, ovil not
St. Louis. August S. Kargcr was In good
ssi, u.- . ;u, signed form toduy. allowing Hoston but two lilts.
remember his
statements and finally Judge Mann St. Louis won,
H. K
called the witnesses' attention to ills St. 'ore
1(1 000 OOx
Louis
3
2
7
oath, liven, then Sedillo could not ll liostoll
.11,111 noil OOO
0 2 0
a conversation with District AtKnrger
liatterles
.Marshall;
Dorner
and
torney Clancy on Sunday night. A and Needham.
signed statement by Sedillo was then
l'lttshurg I.ohm Twice to New York.
Introduced, .Identified by the witness
Pittsburg. August S New York today deami read, to' the effect that Valles had
feated
In both names of a double
called Sedillo i "Chuyes I'lmp," when header Pittsburg
by hitting the ball.
lo loot refused to narticliiale In the
gum
Score
First
It. Hi E.
having
killing. Sedillo acknowledged
Pittsburg
mil mi) 0103 9 I
written the statement, but said that It New York
OKI 020 1004
2
was not true.
Butteries-l.i.-fiol- d.,
Four other signed
Phelps;
and
statements by Sedillo were introduced Maiihews.,n,
und Ilresnahau.
Score Second game
H. It. K.
and read to the Jury, all containing
imiO (ion
0
3
statements as to conversations with Pittsburg
00
New
York
loo 600 u 7 6 J
Valles In which the latter referred to
BiUlerles
Duggleby
Cnmnlti.
and
(llbson,
the killing of Colonel Chaves. Sedil- Wlltse ami Jlresiiaban.
lo denied the truth of all these statetestimony,
ments. Sedillo, during his
BriN.liljn
, ( inclnnall t,
seemed in mortal fear of Valles, who
Cincinnati. Auuust K. itr..Wcn lo, i'..nv.
steady
ley
n
toduy
with
hard
watched the witness
ami; won. Mitchell and Mow- stare from start to flnloh, never once ry or inclnnall were unable ta play on account of slckiuss.
taking his eyes off him.
Score ir tr of counsel for the
Mr.
nod non nti
s n
defense, made many objections to the Cincinnati
Brooklyn
:,i,t pn, ooo
15
Introduction of the written stateu,
Batteries Coaklev and Mileun.
H.k i.o i
ments and also asked for the removal and
of Captain Kornoff from the room,
The court reIntimidation.
fused to grant the request.
WESTERN LEAGUE.
As the Valles case now stands, the
territory has Introduced much eviOinuhi, WiuH Double Header.
dence to establish it contention that
Lincoln. August
Omaha won both of
the slioes worn by Valles the day
the games In loday'a double header.
and the day after the murder
Score First game
R. If. K.
wa re the shoes which made the tracks Lincoln
0oA ooo 0101 ti 1
o o ooo 0203
found leading to and away from the "maha
7
2
Hatierles Stlmmell and Sullivan; llagan
house of the murder; that u horse
and
and
feet
on
hind
Its
new
shoes
with
Score Second gamo
rt. It. R.
one on Its front feet had been track- Lincoln
oo noo 0022
:
ed from the house of the murder to
1
ooo
loo
0034
alies lid not "mh
Valles' corral; that
liatterles-Za.ke- rt.
Zlnrnn
Sullivan;
and
sleep in his house on the night of the Thompson and (binding.
murder and that next day íhe deWoux City 3. Iea .Moines f.
fendant admitted the killing of I'roco-pl- o
lies Moines, August g. Sluux city made
Cordova, applying the foulest epiIn
manthree
the third Inning and lies Moines
man.
The
thets to the murdered
not overcome this lead when the gnme
ner of Sedlllo's testimony has caused had
was
In the eighth inning to ullow Ihe
much comment and he may he re- teamscalled
to catch a train.
turned to the stand.
"eon
n.
E.

BÁLDK IDGE
.fíVIWVIMWV..

SHOW CASES MADE IN ALBVQVER.QVE

3
6

NATIONAL LEAGUE.

C.

CHERRY PHOSPHATE,

L'OO

Batteries

Sullivan.
Score
Chicago
Hoston

Jt. II. K.
200 20x 6 12 1
Criger; .HmlUi and

J.

VINEGAR,

Itrrak-Kven-

Score

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO- -

SAFETY DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT

Summer Drinks including

liatterles. Falkonburg and Hejd.Vn; Clark
and lOioudei.

Montón

--

BALL ISLAND GRAPE

Wintliliigtixi i, leveliinil 1.
Washington. Aunust S. Falkenburg held
Cleveland ty threw hits and struck out eleven batsmen today, but two coHily errors enabled tho: visitors to defeat Washington.
.
Score
it it. 0.
001 Olll
Olu 000 L'Ul

i

Dy-ge-

und Hewers.

Washington

-35c

8.

Inning.
Krore

Cleveland

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

.

Quarts, each

Detn.lt
Philadelphia, August S. Detroit won today's game by hitting l'lank In the third
5,

DO AT 'ALL 1 IMES,

of

.600

:!r,

STWE TO

ALBUQUERQUE,

Just received a shipment

.73'.

I

JOHN SHARP WILLIAMS

1 !?;

The State National Bank

.469

.436
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THAT IS WHAT WE

"Good Things to Eat."
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40
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57
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New Yurk

.617
.604
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61
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ELECTION OF

.

ways.
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HIS DEFEAT

I

American league.

Molne
disappointing witness, since through Lincoln
Denver
him It had been expected to prove a Pueblo
practical confession of the murder by Sioux City

Valles. Sedillo was perceptibly uneasy onthe stand, and exhibited apparently great fear of the defendant,
who never took his eyes off Sedillo
while he was in the chair.
Judge Mann cautioned Sedillo about
his oath, but the man proved u very
his
unsatisfactory witness, although
signed statements which were read to
adthe Jury were convincing, Sedillo
mitted having signed the statements,
but denied their. truth.
The territory's first disappointment
came In the testimony of (abrió
a convict now serving a term
from (Juadalupe county, for horse
stealing. He was sentenced by Judge
Mann two years ago. When Homero
stepped on the stand Valles gave his
first Indication of fear. The defendant
was notably uneasy until Homero had
begun to reply to questions. Homero
at once denied a statement which he
is alleged to have made to Captain
Kornoff, of the mounted police; Julius
policeman, and
Myers,
mounted
(leorge Armijo, of Santa Fe, to the
effect that Valles, while in the penitentiary
when angry at Captain
Torres, a guard, had said: "I will
some
fix those
like I did Colonel Chaves. I'll put
them to sleep."
Homero is also alleged to have told
Huber, a former member of
the mounted police force, that Valles
had told him he killed Colonel
Chaves. Homero could not be made
to acknowledge that he had made the
statement alleged to Kornoff, Myers
having
and Armijo, but admitted
made the statement which he did to
liuber.
Much time was taken up with the
testimony of this witness on direct
examination, there being many objections by counsel and several rulings
from tho court. Homero is the first
witness to go back on the prosecu-

i

The greatest possible service to the greatest possible
number of people in the greatest posible number of
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What a Bank ShouWJQive

American l.eagiie.

Chicago at Bnstun.
St. I.ouls at New York.
Cleveland
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INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

1

Yestet day
tainable.
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Capital and Surplui. $100,000.00.

I

Fatal Accident at Ocate,

-

I

ALBUQUERQUE.
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9, 1907.

I. nana and dlaeounti

KESOI RCK8.

Ovcrdrufla, avcured and unaecured
U. 8. Honda tu aeeure circulation
17. H. Honda to aecure II. H. liepnalla
,
I'remluina on 1J. H. Honda
Honda, aceurlllea,
eta
llankln-- t houae, furniture., and fixture
Other real eatata owned
lue from National Hanka (not reaerva agenta)
Due from State Hanka and Hankera
line from approved reaerva agenta
Checke and other caaU Itema
Kxehanicee for clearing houae
Notea of other National Hunke

Frarilon.il paper currency, nlckela, and
Lawful Money Iteaerv In Bank, via
ripéele

tender notea
fund with (J. S. Treaaurer
circulation

Redemption

m. oi
.!U 17, "11.7

.
,
.

Zoo, ooa.ua
loo ooo. oa

00.0
147.3X
t,
IB 0O0.V0
I,

.
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000.011
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1
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2, 70S, 0
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148,411. II
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IJ,:i9,OGI.ll
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Capital atork paid In

Burplue fund

MAUIIJTIKiS.

tlnittvlded profit, I eta eipenaea and taxe paid
National Hank notea outalandlng
Due tn nther National Hanka
Hue to mate- Hanka and Bankere
auliject to check
Individual
Tim certificate of depoalt
Certified checka
Caahlfr'a checka outalandlng
United Btatea dejpoalla
Papoelt of U. ft. uliburelnc officer
Reeerved for taxea

100,000.0
60,000.

I

U.7.ll

100,00. 0
17J,lt:0.el
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lor,,6S3.1l
107.101.!

111,60.01
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11.(11.4

45.11.
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Territory of New MexVo, County of Bernellllo, M l
I. Krank McKee, Caahler of the above-nametank in lolemnly
wear that th abov (latement I true tn the beat of my knowledga
CRANK M'KEH, Caihler.
and belief.
Correct A (teat:
J. . HAYNOt.T),
i,
A. H. M MII.I.KN.
V.
ItAYNOI.D.t.
H.
nireetnr.
tubcrlbd and (worn lo before in thl I7lh day nf March, 1147.
HA ML' EL, I'KKAItl), Notary I'ubiio,
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THE ALBUQUERQUE

ALABAMA

the French charge d'affaires, pending
the arrival of the armored cruiser
Jean d'Arc, as the French officials
here consider It is not safe to be
without a warship at their disposal.
The Spanish torpedo cruiser Destructor has arrived at this port.
The Marabout Sidl Malouf, one of
the principal Moors of Casa Blanca,
has requested to be allowed to go on
board a warship.
A sailor of the Duchayla was killed
and four others were wounded, some
of them sustaining serloua injuries,
during the recent fighting.
The Duchayla sailed hurriedly at 6
o'clock last night for Mazagan, where
the population has risen against the

I1

FIT

01

ER1

Caid.

knm

SliESE 1(11
BLESSING TO

BUYS THREE MILLIONS

Suiln Kxplaiis Her Position.

Injunction

San Sebastian, Spain, Aug.
Against Spain
has communicated a note

State Authority to Be
fied

powers regarding the Moroccan situation which is nrneticallv Identical
with the French note. It calls espe-- !
cial attention to the fact that Spain
fs acting In complete
accord with
France. Minister of Foreign Affairs
Count de Allen de Sallzar has made
public a. statement In which he declares there is to 'be no occupation of
Morocco and that the landing of tho
troops there Is for the purpose of establishing the international police.
;iri From Mrs. Sage.
New York, Aug. 8. Mrs. Russell
Sage
has given $50,000 for a new
building for the Ijing Island railroad
employes branch of the Young Men's
Christian association at Long Island

Modi-

at Request of Railroad
'

Which Secured It,

Journal Kiwlal I.eiiHcl Wire.)
Montgomery, Aid., Auk. 8. Governor Comer and the officials of tho
Bjr .Mornlin

Southern r;(ilrond reached an itKree-melate this afternoon, and the license of the railroad in Alabama will
September
he reinstated.
BeRlnninR
1. 1907. the railroad and Its
allied
lines will put Into effect the two and
one-hacent pasnenger fare act, and
the measure-reducin(the freight rates
on 110 commodities commonly shipped In Alabama.
The agreement was not reached
without concessions being made by
both sides, but in the main It is .a
victory for the state. The laws in
question will not be put in effect permanently. The agreement specifically
declares that their operation beginning September 1 are only subject to
as to their
the final determination
constitutionality when a decision on
the questions is finally rendered by
the court of last resort.
Meanwhile the other laws enacted
by the legislature nt its winter session
affecting the railroads of the state will
remain In force. The railroad's representatives agreed that they would
appear before Judge Jones and ask
him for itn order modifying the restraining orders issued by the United
States court two months ago, to permit of the immediate operation subject to the final decision of the
courts of the two acts In question.
In consideration of the agreement
of the railroad representatives to permit the operation .of these laws, it was
agreed by Governor Comer that the
revocation of the license of the
Southern' in Alabama should be cancelled and the company permlttVd to
do business without hindrance by the
state. The compromise affects only
the oTie railroad system, the Southern. The other railroads of the state
were not parties to the conference.
lf

i

City.

-5-

Los Angeles,

Column

Potentate Preparing

FOLLOWS

We Have One!

Jamestown Has Two!

rjlir

f

fa falco

S

Man of Many Names Sti.od on Charge

$

Annual Territorial

Tv;enty-Seuen- th

Pea-bod-

By .Morning Journal Special Leased

er names, was arrested at the Albany
hotel here today on telegraphic adin Kansas
vices that he is wanted
City to answer to the charge of forg
ery. He claimed to represent tne
New York Herald Publishing Asso
ciation Syndicate," and "Men of the
Times." When arrested he was pre
paring to solicit orders for the pub
lication of sketches of prominent citizens here.

Wire.

Aug. 8. King Chulalong-kor- n
I. will leave Jierlin tomorrow for
Cassel, where he will be the guest of

Berlin,

the German emperor and empress.
Stories of the extravagance of the
Siamese king continue to excite and
amuse Berlin. It is considered certain that he has bought $3,000,000
worth of diamonds and gold and silverware. Two gold services among
the selections cost $800.000 each.
The king Is occupying nearly the
entire floor of one of the principal
of which
hotels, special apartments
have been given up to an exhibition
of the jewels and precious metal work
which were brought here from Ixn-doParis and elsewhere by dealers
expecting to sell most of the wares,
and who were rewarded for their enterprise as the king took nbout half
of all that was offered to him.
The king has shown unusual Interest In the dispatches In the newspapers relating to the delimination of
the frontier of Siam and Cambodia,
and received with extreme considerawho
tion the newspaper reporters
brought him intelligence on the subject and who arranged a news service for him from the Siamese capital
during his sojourn In Berlin.

Fair Association

October 7th to 12th Inclusive
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

PASSENGER STEAMERS IN
COLLISION; ONE SINKS

n,

Portland, Ore.. Aug. 8. The Portland and San Francisco liner, City of
Panama, en route from Portland with
a full list of passengers, today collided with and sank the steamer Alliance.
from Coos bay for Portland, with
passengers and freight.
The collision' occurred during a dense fog at
a point near the mouth of the Willamette river. The passengers of the
Alliance were brought to Portland.

GET UP TO DATE!
GET OFF THE EARTH!
GET UP IN THE AIR!

MINERS AND OPERATORS
REACH AGREEMENT

THE MAMMOTH

"

CAPTIVE

BALLOON

"ALBUQUERQUE"

WILL CARRY

PASSENGERS DAILY THROUGHOUT THE WEEK,

Vuvt Signed YcMerduy Assures Peace
in Wyoming. Coal Field.
Denver, Aug. 8. The joint convention of the United Mine Workers of
America and the operators representing every mine In Wyoming reached

States
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Successor to Stacy and Company.
Cor. Second Street and Lead Ave.
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NICK WlllTK ('Ari.lr'MIWKR
AMI
( KI,KUV. TIIK MONARCH tiltOCKKY CO.
.i,

length Silk
Women's
Gloves., patent tip fingers, black, white
and colora; regular 12.0(1 value; re$t.3
duced to, per pair

it

oíd 17

Showi'iiNcM. Mission Kiimllnre, Store
ami llur l'lxturos and llullillug Mute-rln- l.

Oli

iirfttKittU'f

t

C'trr..

Jii

A.

TV

muí or it"1 V

READ JOURNAL WANTS.

St. Elmo Sample

& Club Rooms
JonoiIi llnrnctt. I'roprictor,
HO West

Irtlft.a

J. Love, Proprietor

rholifl 403.

4113

S.

fclrrt

First

EGO MOM 1ST

Central 'Avenue.

CHOICE LIQUORS SERVED. ALL
tho jiopulnr sames. K?no evory Monday, 'I htirsdiiy and SHttirday nlirhtH.

'viwutw' "'

.iu.iiw.w.

n

Secretary

ALBUQUERQUE PLANING HILL

writ In plain wrppM,
r eiprnnn, prftpftid fuj
ft

RdY STAMM

JAY A. HUBBS
Manager

J. A. WEINMAN
President

avail-nlil-

nrr txt

'

RAILWAY RATES: HALF FARE OR BETTER

Tea Venn, In Red.
"Kor ten years I was cnnllncd to mv bcfl
with disenso nf my kWlmns," writes R. A.
s neGray. J. 1'., nf Oukvllle, Intl. "It
ver that I cniild not nvtve part of the tlrno.
t consulted tho very heat medical skill
hut muid mot no rrllrf until Foley's
to me. It
Kidney Cure, was recommended
lias been a (ndsend, tu me.'.' J. H. U'lllclly
Co., druggist!.

of KunsMs City Ileff and
Th
Million at EMIL KI.K1N WOHT'S, lit North
Third street.

;lot,s.

Army.

men.

D. EMMONS

LON'tJ

Jo sport so sensational. No pleasure so rare can compare with Ballooning, the most
At the close of the fair, Saturday evening at sunset, Aeronaut
modern of amusements.
Blondín will cut loose in this balloon and endeavor to win the Aero Cup by breaking the
World's Long Distance International Record held by Lieutenant Lahm, of the United

an agreement this afternoon whh'h
means pcrmament peace In the Wy
oming coal field. The terms of setday, eftlement were an eight-hou- r
fective September 1, a wage increase
approximately 20 per cent more fur
eight hours than formerly paid folien hours; an improvement in the
working conditions all along the line,
and the companies to furnish checkoff men Insuring union control in the
mines.
The decision affects U'.OUO

"""wfc''

v.mm-n-mfaa-

lUlll'.OX REM X AXIS.
Of all grades and quality; plain and

Albuquerque's Brightest and Bqst Store- -

fancy,

at

HALF M.ltKi;l

riUCli

THE DAYLIGHT STORE

for picking up
economically
Midsummer a Harvest time for great bargains in things you need. Everything considered, this is the best time of the year for making purchases
bargains. This is midsummer clearance time, necessary because our store year ends with August. Many articles may be had this week for half and less usual prices,
offerings on our Second Floor, Wonot unseasonable articles, but things that will be just as serviceable in six months. Particular attention is directed to the array of undcrprice
Apparel and Millinery Sections.
men's Rcady-to-Wci
"

ar

heart-rendin-

p.

to Call on Kaiser Excites Adtf Forgery.
miration of Germans by His Denver. Aug. 8. Stuyvesant Pell,
alias Orvllle M. Smith, S. H.
Splendid Extravagance,
T. P. Hamilton and various oth-

boller-mnker-

J.

contin-

The horrors were
From I he back of the consulate I saw
being
Jews
beaten and shot and their
houses being emptied by Arabs. I
dragged,
naw1 Moorish women tielng
screaming, from their houses. People who know the local conditions decline to speak or think of the horrors
to which the town of Casa Blanca has
been subjected."
CAI--

Oriental-

Wall Paper and Paints

town.
ued.

of

-

-- .

X

Ita-r.a-

The wailing and shouting

in CIlstlllH"

Pa-cjl- ic

.)

the small force at their command, to
secure possession of the three landward gates. The Increasing number
of Arabs engaged In the work of pillage showed us that, attracted by tho
sound of firing, the tribesmen were
galloping In to fulfill the supremo ambition of the Arab's life, the looting
of p. town.
.
Throughout all the disorder "and
disturbance, however, not the slight- est menace was offered to the British consulate, and this, in spite of the
fact that during the pillaging Arabs
were constantly passing the gates. Almost all of the Kngllsh residents were
so confident that thev would not be
harmed that thev remained in their
own houses and declined to take refuge at the consulate,
"During the morning the French
cruiser Korbln anil Duchayla and the
n
Spanish gunboat Don Alvaro de
arrived, but It was 2 o'clock in
the afternoon before further landing
parlies succeeding In stemming the
looting In a small portion of the

IN

s'
Aug. 8. The
BODY OF MISSING MINER
strike on the. Southern
may be settled by an agreement
DUG UP NEAR TELLURIDE
to arbitrate following a conference
this afternoon.
The grievances and proposals of the Grave Poluto! Out hy Wove Ailams,
men were submitted
and the three
Finder Claims.
railroad officials went into executive
session. Tho boiler makers lodge will
r
arbilra-'i"take action on the matter of
Denver, Colo.. Aug. 8. A News
tonight.
special from Tcllurlde says that what
Is ald to be the skeleton of W. J.
liny Fever and Hummer Collin.
Victims if liny fever will experience great Itarnev a timber man employed on
as
llimey
Foley's
hy
taking
Tar.
the Smuggler I'nioii mine, who dis
and
I'eitefit
ami appeared mysteriously in June, 1901
It stops difficult lirentlilnv Immediately
healu the Inflamed air pasKaKes. ami even was exhumed yesterday nearly twelve
lv InIÍ It Hhculd fall to cure ynu It will
miles from town by General Bulkeley
stant relief. The Kenulnn Is In a yellow Wells, manager
of the Smuggler
package.
J. II. O'Welty Co., druggists.
Union, and several others.
According to Wells, account, the
8 Improvised grave was pointed out to
OTR NKff TELETHON E N17MBER
IOKTV-8I(10). KDMKMllK.K TIIKIIK IS him by Steve Adams, who Is now in
AI.WAYa A COURTKOIS t'l.KKK RKAÍ1Y jrtll at Boise, Idaho, awaiting a secTO TiVKK YOl'K OllllICR, NO MATTER
ond tfTal for murder, when he was
CIO.
MOW KMAI.l- - F. O. I'KATT

Arabs Preach War Against the
Christians in Morocco.
1,

-

HOPE FOR SETTLEMENT OF
STRIKE
I BOILERMAKERS'

.

(Continued From Page

8.

to tho

innft.

DIAMONDS' AT BERLIN ALLEGED SWINDLER
PICKED UP IN DENVER

n,

Federal

tiinn

Dr. Lord, a local dentist, after ex
amining the teeth of the skeleton
brought In by General wclfs, identified them as belonging to Barney. He
had performed certain dental work
for Barney, and was able to Identify
the skeleton from this.
It is reported that warrants will be
Issued for two men who were prominent in the local union of the West
ern Federation of Miners when Bar
ney disappeared.
Steve Adams, who
confessed to complicity' In the murder of Barney In his general confession, made In Idaho, but afterwards
repudiated, told General Wells, according to the latter's statement, of
the manner in which Barney was
made away with, and it is upon this
recital of details that the warrants
are to be sworn to.

,

Nativo Leader Preaches Holy War.
Taris, Aug. 8. Special dispatches
received here from Tangier represent
the situation as being more alarming
on the coast and In tiie interior. Caid
Sale, the administrator of customs at
TtabRt, Is said to be openly preaching a holy war among the Mussel-meas the result of which the
French consul has distributed arms
Company Agrees to Reduced to the Europeans. In addition a fanatical nrlest named Maclanln, at tho
Freight andPassenger Rates head of a horde of followers, is traveling through the country inflaming
in Return for Permission to the natives.
Reports from Fez say that the advisers of the sultan are terrified and
Run Trains,
have not yet informed him of the
gravity of the situation.
Up to 6 o'clock the officials of tho
COURTS TO PASS UPON
foreign office here had no conformation of the reported bombardment of
VALIDITY OF STATE LAWS Mazagan.
,

In

Well.

1907,
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UNDER MUSLINS

FINAL REDUCTIONS

39c

ON WASH GOODS

WOMEN'S AND

A YARD

yard-wid- e
Dress Goods that wo
For
have been selling right along up to 75c a yard.
Just the 'thing for school wear, in blue, gray,
brown, tan, navy, olive, myrtle, cardinal and
garnet, in many choice effects, plaids, stripes,
checks and novelties.

MISSES APPAREL

all-W-

SIIIXI.INt;

Disposal of all miscellaneous
lots of Undermuslins which
have been handled and slightly
soiled during the past month.
Active selling this week means
a great deal to the economy-seekin- g
shoppers, Undermuslins will be offered at prices

AM) UMITIMi AT ASA HLANCAi
Tmiglpr, Auk. 8. The latrst ncwa:
ys
rwelvpj here from Chuh lllnnra
that calm and nrdi-- r have now lirmt
Thp
novprnor
mllltury
stanllHhod.

riurMtffl pprniltodon to go Blmard
a Khlp In tho hnrtxlr, but wax refuxod.
He fpfir for hln personal nafiMy, mid
money hn been nent from
H It IioiirIi
here to pay the troops at Cana Manca
of thiMrj
and cnHiirr- - the
dutli'K, he In unublc to necure a body-- 1

guard.
The ahootlng Inside of Cana Itlanca
.iHstod for two full ilayn, and only '
mine to an end yeiiterday inornlnn.
The. Kabylp have gone bark out of
range of the fire from the uarxhlp,
but they are ready to ewoop down
on the town at thi first opportunity.
arc guarding the
Frenrh aullo
at (.'ana Hliinrn,
rtrltlxh formula t
where the consular agpnta of .the
y
tftatPK,
Germany,
I'nlled
and Hwi'den have sought refugp.
The Italian and Portugtusn consuls
are at the French consulate. A mln-sfrom which a heavy iustalnd
fire was directed against the French
by
the
consulate, was demolished
guns of the French ships at the
of the Moroccan authorities.
The European shops were pillaged,
Europeans wera kllledi
no
but
The Htate bank agency at Casa
Itlanca haa been robbed of about 115.-oohut no details of the robbery
have been made public.
The French consulate was attacked
by Moors during the night of August
R.
tine bluejacket of the gn.it.l was
killed and three were badly wounded.
The custom hoiis at Cusa Illa lira
was looted by natives on Tuesday, and
many other buildings were set on fire
and destroyed.
gunbont. the
A French
which wna detached from the
squadron now proceeding to t
lili by
ts coiomutili ftteil
Illaticiu
wireless telegraphy atirt arrhed hei
today. Sito 'H1 await tho older o

almost all instances
scarcely cover the cost of

that

in

order to dispose of our remaining Wash
goods without further delay we are making
In

great, sacrifices:
20c Wash Fabrics at
35c Wash Fabrics at

12

2c

19c

The entire stock must go and

o,

Greatly

Sturdy Trunks, Bags and Suit Cases

10

stand

the wear and tear of summer travel at a great

WOMEN'S WAISTS

Hats of every description

Than Half Price.

ate and absolute clearance.
Wc have marked every Para-

this week,

Half Former Price.

Ciul

figure,

Hats, all our own original styles, all trimmed

At Less

One Week Only

Pattern

finest impoitcd

sacrificed,

Will

at just about

that has

offered at a greatly rcclucej

go quick to effect an immedi-

sol

ii the

been overlooked, everything is

reduction for

e'

department

entire

MILLINERY

REDUCED

and absolute clearance of all
There is not a garment

--

Auatrla-Hun-gar-

rt

been made to effect a rapid
Women's and Misses' apparel.

29c
50 to 75c Wash Fabrics at
34 inch wide Indian Head now going at
12 1 2c
per yard

makingi
PARASOLS GREATLY

Most radical price cuts have
(

REMNANTS

OF ALL GRADES,

KINDS AND

DESCRIPTIONS, LARGE ASSORTMENT

CHOOSE AND PICK FROM AT HALF MARKED PRICES.

TO

be the star bargain offer
Make it a point to

visit out Shirt Waist Section
and revel in the most generous

bargains quoted this season,

nn'-ll;-e-
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THE ALBUQUERQUE
citizenship ftpo'nh1s continent,' Itr-tname of the people of the territory ol
New Mexico, irrespective of cree5, f.
respective of politics, I extend you the
welcome or the common people ol
New Mexico a the governor, and I
congratulate these people , that they
(applause) at Iat have a governor
who will not flinch irom the moment
that he come in until the day when
he goes out, and whose every act Is
not dictated by a desire to get to th
United State senate. (Applause and
laughter.) In the name of the com
(Apmon people of New Mexico.
plause.)
vcriior furry s .Altores.
In respondin- - to Judge Fall' address. Governor Curry Raid:
Iridie and Gentlemen and' Fellow
Citizens of New Mexico: And when
I .fay fellow citizens of New Mexico
I Avant to ay that no one on earth I
prouder than 1 of being a citizen, oí
this great territory. (Applause.) During my absence In the Philippines,
connected with the insular government I was registered for an election
for the purpose of voting. Hut when
called upon to take the oath I stated
to the people that I was not a, citizen
of the Philippine Islands, that the
first vote I had ever cast was In the
territory of New Mexico, that every
one that was near and dear to me in
life lived within the borders of that
grand territory, and that as long as I
liven I would maintain my home there
and my only ambition was to return
to that home and be buried In that
territory when my hour finally came.
( Applause.)
My friend Fall asked you to excuse him In order to refer to some ancient history, and I am going to uk
yon the same Indulgence.
You possibly know ihat among the
very best friends that I have in New
Mexico Is the former governor of this
territorv the Hon. M. A. (Hero. (Applause and cheers.)
If it had not
been for my friend (Hero I would not
he your governor today. Governor
Otero gave me the commission as n
captain in that famous and honorable
regiment, where I had an opportunity to form the acquaintance and to
secure the friendship of the grandest American that lives today Theodore
(Applause
Roosevelt.
and
cheers.)
I will have to tell a little

III PERSIA III
NQDANGER
LEISHMAN

AMBASSADOR

THE ANXIOUS

REASSURES

American Teachers Outside of
the Zone Where Turk and
Persian Struggle for

Says.

He

Br Morning Journal Nrterlul lened Vlrr.
Auk. X. At tlie
fririfl?t of th."
"I American
niis.iinnHriis In Persia, hikI piuticn-l.- i
rly of the teacher of the American
m'IiimiN fur pirls at ('rtinii.'ih, the Mato
rt tnent lim rt"ii"tf(l Ambassador
Irishman, at Constantinople, to make
imr.iiry as to their sai'ctv. Today, a
cahli-gn- i
in was received from the
r, staling thai he hail ticen as-nil liv tlie jmrle that ull possible
measures would be taken to safeguard
I

-

di

American Interests in the territory In
dispute ti. twreii Turkey and Persl.i.
and that orders to that effect had been
tel. ci a plied to the Turkish military
Mr. Irishman thought
iniiunanders.
tt unlikel) thai (Truinl:ih w eld be invaded by the Turks for the reason
that it is outside of the disputed none
and that Turks have been given strict
order to conline themselves to their
own side of the line and keep out of
Persia. He also reports th presence
of mtiriiudinir bands of Kurds, am!
that revolutionary parties with arms
ale adding to the disturbances. Th."
Persian government has very little
control of the situation and seems
to preserve order. There appear
to fte no danger of attacks on Americans.
In-

George Curry.
(Continued I'rom Page I. Column 3.)
County
(ieoro Curry
became known as one who utooif
for th" rights of the people, hku n.t
what he considered corp ir:,'o (.'reed.
Influence and money. A tew of
guard who were with him at that
time, Marion I.iltrcll. and a few othFrom
er.", are silll alive. (Applause.)
Colfax county Curry went to Lincoln;
lirst countv clerk, next assessor, next
sheriff, next member of the territorial
senate, president of your couii 11;
y
niM a Rough Klder. leading a
from New Mexico to the
war under Theodore
Next the first sheriff if
Coosevidt.
the new county of otero, nex' In
cavalry in the truairt ect ions
in th? I'lii!Ipiine.: next in command
of the scouts when the hero I.awton
was killed; next the chief of police In
the city of Manila, controlling n thousand men, and constituting the best
police f ine In the American possesions t'od.iy: chief of the civil serle
of th- - Philippines: next governor ot
th" Camain provinces, and coming
Irom the governorship of Samar to
you people In New Mexico,
anion,;
whom he bcli.r.gs. (Applause.)
i le ill' iiu n,
wo ild you nk a better
If this man if
rc 'ord .' (Applause, i
not nualifie.l to be the governor of
the ti rritory of New Mexico. In fie
name of Cod. what qualifications
In Colfax

lir.-- t

tin-ol-

inir.-pi-n-

-

on wantwould
In the name of the common people
of Ho territory of New Mexico, and
when I xay the common people I
mean tin m xt pr sident, and tlie miner and the sheep herder we are all

common American people, whether
the blood of Spain flows In our veins,
er whether we speak In the coarser
tongue of Anglo-Saxoni. costura, we
t.
are .ill common people when we
when we ito to the polls and for-L'- il
that we are eofnmoti Aineruaiv
people, then we may class nurse! trod
;i
and that
bunkers or cheep herder
Is the tr ouble and the only trouble In
,et us get back to jf
New Mexico.
American citizenship. And In the
name ,.f that same American cltl.en-- !
!i p; in the name of those people who
i.nt mire troops Into the feder.il
.iiiiiv than any other state or terri-tm- v
in the union, In comparison uiih
popijl. ition; in the name of those people
ho. behind Llewellyn and other,
helped to tdare our flair on San Juan
hill, in the name of those maligned
eipn
I" iple. In the name of those
who tie vit id to have stolen the bin Is
of ihe territory of New Mexico; It tit
I
,ay In the name of the Rood people,
the r mimiiii people, the native Mcxi-i.People and the American pen, !e,
in their name and In their beha.f, I
extend a welcome to the common
American who has dtsi hargod eve.
duty that ban ever been placed upon
him, not only to the best of his alill-but as will as any man could
Iihw discharged It (applause), a man
a governor o!
who will make you
whom you may be proud, and one who
will teach Ihe people of the I'nlted
t that the people of New Mexico
are hip eipial of any other American
n

for-ire-

v

hi

n.

ii;n.s.'

MiI k
(.et ItPl of Indigestion hihI Things
Will Look Ürlclit muí Jo) ous.
Kveti lii the present era of prosper-I'- y
and good times everything appear
bla k to thoe people who Mre suffering wretchedly from orne form of
When? ingestion Is quick,
complete ind easy there Is a Joyous
and hopeful outlook, but Indigestion

aun

depresión.

The want of n safe, effective cure
for sick headache, Indigestion and
stum ich troubles, was hIuhyb felt, un
til Ihe prescription known ms
itniiiai Ii tablets Mas put Up In pipu.sr
form and proved II Invariable sue-i- n
In tlie m iny forms of Indigestion.
a
After a few days' use of
stomal h tablet the headache, dlixy
feellnif, drowsiness, bad taste In the
moii'li, coaled tongue, tiervpusnes,
Mt-n-i- O

ill-o-n-

cleerdeswriess, illslrens
after eAtlllg
nil these nvmiituriiH of h weak
illH.ipetir and perfect digestion end a gooi skin will show that

mum-Hch--w- l"

the vital machinery
smoothly.
Ml-o--

Is

unci more

run-iW'-

FRIDAY, AUGUST

K

Is lo be taken before f at h
It wiU stimulate the secre-

meil snd
tive and digestive Juices and strengthen the whole of Ihe diresllve system
pit that thp unpleasant full feeling will
he allien! and Indigestion prevented.
stomach tablets are sold
only In a neat metal box convenient
for the vest pocket, and cost 60 cents.
J, II. O'HIclly Co. have seen so many
stomach tabnirflst mide by
lets) that they (he, u guarantee with
eveiy box that the money will be
'f the remedy falls to glv
Ml-o--

Ml-o--

lb

9, 1907;
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JOURNAL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
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item WHITS

HELP

Colic, Cholera and Diarrhea Remedy

WANTED

Man at the Jaffa Grocery
company; one with experience preferred.

WANTED

Btnkers at the ga plant. Apply
at the Gas Plant.
WANTED First clasi bonkkeeeper to talte
' new; furnished or unfurnished. Call, at 612
MnrnlnR Journal office.
WANTED A oomoetent man to run- flour
' and saw milla; good wage
to the right
party. Apply V. B. Miera, Cuh, N. M.

Money
to Loan
Furniture,

On

Pianos, Organs, Horses.
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
Salaries and Warehouso Receipts, as
low aa )10.00 and tut high as ÍH0.00.
Loans are quickly made and strictly
private. Time: One month to one
remaie year given. Goods to remain In your
HtLf wan i
possession. Our rates are reasonable.
WANTED Ladies desiring Millinery at less Call and see us before borrowing.-Steamshithan cost to call nn Miss Crane, 512 North
tickets to and irom ail
Millinery and dressmaking parts
Second street
of the world.
Parlors; also apprentices wanted.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Vi'ANTED Woman to take care of ohild;
Booms t and 4, Grant Bldg.
no young girl need apply. Inquire 615 W.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Roma arenue.
OPEN EVENINGS.
WANTED Girl for general housework. Mrs.

tu

This remedy is recommended by
dealers who have sold it for many
years and know its value.

Ounsúl. 514 West Coal.
Woman cook. Good wages and
WANTED
no extra housework.
Address T, care
Morning Journal office, giving references.

thousands of testi-

It has received

FOR SALE

monials from grateful people.

rr..n
It'On

AAI.IT. A anan
l.nu.m fruttia hnao.
modern, In a fine location In Highlands,
all furnished. Price 12,000.
Dunbar s.
new brick cottage;
KHIt SALE
hath, electric lights, cement walks, lawn,
chicken yard; with or without furniture;
must be sold at once; leaving city. Owner,
Ml E. Central avenue.
FOR SALE A live room house, also an
eight room house, latter furnished or un
furnished, both modern; close lnj cheap this
week; also two seated carriage, nearly new,
Inquire 52.1 East Central avenue.
FOR SALE One
house, furnished.
"I'P'y n L maim oauuivi 7 v.u., xxv iuixu
Second street.
FOR SALE A five-roobrick house, furnished, on South Broadway; modern; with
stable, chicken house and yard. This place
has three lots; nice shade trees. Price,
I2.fi00.00.
Inquire DUNBAR, corner Gold
avenue and Third street.
tf

cians with the most satisfactory results.
It has often saved life before medicine could have been sent for or a
physician summoned.
It only costs

a quarter.

'(
Can you

Albu-querqu-

PHYSICIANS ANT
DR. 8. L. BURTON

e,

SURGKONS.

Physician and Surgeon
Highland Office, 610 S. Walter
N. M. ' Phone N. 1080.

Btreotr-Albuquerqu-

R. L. HUST

Physician and Surgeon
Rooms 6 and 8, N. T. Armijo Building
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
DRS.
SHADRACH & TULL
303
West Central Avenue
Practice Limited
Eye, Ear, Nose Throat
Oculist and Aurlst for Santa Fe eoaet
STORAGE
lines. Office 313
West Central ave.
to K n m
Pianos, household goods, etc., Hours: 9 to 12 a.m.;.
WANTED
stored safely at reasonable rates. Phone W. EUGEXK PROV1NES, M. D.
ImproveA
;!y
540.
Warehouse
The Seoul
Specialist: Eye, Ear and Throat
ment Co. Offices In the Grant Block,. Third Late
assistant to chair of diseases of
street and Central avenue.
eye, ea. and throat In Hospital College
of Medicine, Louisville, Ky.
Eyes
properly tested for glasses. Rooms 6
Miscellaneous
FOR SALE
and 8, N. T. Armijo building.
IIOMKOPATHS.
FOR SALB Brand now 2 burner with oven,

l:n

Estate

i

prescribed by physi-

It has been

Real

JOHN W.. WILSON
Attorney at Law
Collections attendVd to promptly.
Room 1, N. T. Armijq building,- New Mexico
Phone 659.
R. W. D. BRYAN
Attorney at Law.
Office In First National Bank Building
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
.

Personal Property Loans

-

Almost every family has need of
a reliable remedy for colic or diarrhea
'
at some time during the year.

I

CARDS.
J- -PROFESSIONAL
Attokneys.

ii

Male

WANTED

Governor Otero was like myself, not
afford to risk so much for so little?
a candidate for governor at the time
he wan appointed. He and my friend,
do Preferred . .
80 14
Sol.
Luna, were candidates
for
Rock Island Co
20'
I'nlted States marshal, but it seems
do Preferred
45
that Otero so impressed the president
St. L. anil San Francisco,
2d
pref.... S2V4
that he, returned from Washington
St. Louis Southwestern
1)
with the. commission of governor Inilo Preferred
47
1)5
stead of marshal. Of course the first
Southern Pacific
town that he came to In the territory
do Preferred
1114
Southern Railway
1894
of New Mexico was Raton. One of
do
61
Preferred
the bést towns and a town In which I
Tennessee
Coal
Iron
140
and
number some of the warmest friends
'
Texas and Pacific
28
I
(Applause.)
have on earth.
The
Toledo, St. Louis and Western
25'A
people called upon the governor, nat- do Preferred
tT
urally, for a speech. After being preUnion Pacific
192
sented and Introduced, he got up and
do Preferred
79
I'nlted States Express
96
delivered a speech. When he got
United States Realty
52
through one of the. hoys talking said:
United
31
States Rubber
"I think that governor Is a pretty
do
95
Preferred
..
good fellow, but he is a mighty poor
. .
banks, state banks, nnil, If that the market were no longer In force United States Steel
)i
talker." (laughter.) So I am in the tlnnal
do
campaign.
Preferred
.. 97,
money enouRh, he was in fa- on behalf of the abortive
same position as my friend Otero, and wasn't
VirKlnla
Chemical
..
Carolina
artificial
supporting
vor of a little right Rood counterfeit. Left without
I will only make a few brief remarks.
do Preferred
..100
that his measures the market was invulnerable Wabash
Twenty-seve- n
years ago I came to (Ia tighter.) He believed counterfeit,
,
.. 12H
to attack.
The uggressiveneas of the
would
take
do Preferred
. . 22
the territory of New Mexico. I have creditors
(laughter.) So I believe I am In bears developed this situation and Wells Furifo Express , . ,
. .280
had my ups and downs, financially about
does not escape WestlnKhouse Electric ....
shook
market.
It
the
as
position
Governor
same
the
. .14:i
they
have usually been
downs.
I am in favor of statehood notice that Quotations for the Union Western Union
.. 77
(Laughter.) I have been honored by Taylor.
Pacific convertible bonds certificates Wheeling and Lake Erie .
we
if
Mexico,
.. 11
statehood
joint
New
for
my fellow citizens with some of the
up
pushed
to
above
been
Wisconsin
which
had
Central
.. IB (4
get any other, but I believe
most important offices In the gift of couldn't
do
2,
subscription
of
with
compared
Preferred
the
38
get
settle
together
and
we
will
If
all
I have
the people of New Mexico.
Total sales for the day 819,000 shares.
90, at which they had been offered
annoydifferences,
without
our
little
to
very
to
tried
fuirill them all
the
to stockholders, have disappeared
Bonds were easy and unchanged.
best of my ability. As a criminal offi- - ing the president and the other friends from the tape in the disorderly mar- Total sales,
par value, $1, 212, 000.
by the little formalities
cer I did everything I could to estab- - at Washington
United States fours advanced
for ourselves, ket of the past few days.
lish law and order In the counties of that we ought to settle
per cent on call.
were
and go back to that great man, TheoDeposits fit the
w hich I was sheriff, and as a member
dore "Roosevelt, and say to him, "We made today of l.'iOO.OOO for telegraphic
of the New Mexico legislature I voted accepted
Uoard of Trade.
CIiIcuro
your policy before. The transfer to Sun Francisco, and $500,-00- 0
for economy. I voted against every people of New
Chicago, Aug. 8. The wheat maryear
not
n
were
Chicago.
Mexico
side,
to
In
other
the
unnecessary appropriation,
and I
In favor of discounts rose in London today, but ket was strong nearly all day and
never accepted a position w hile I was ' ago and are not today
trading was active. New York, Kan- they voted the increased firmness In the local Isas
but
City
in that legislature, from the gover- - joint It statehood,
St. Louts reported that
because it was your pol- money market was sufficient to de- wheat wasand
nor (applause); not any recompense for
sold there for export. Tht
exchange
again.
an
press
by
foreign
With
almost
Arizona,
now
except that I could return to my con- ' icy;
Is now on an export
belief
that
unanimous vote, refused to become a the relief afforded by the liquidation, j basis formedwheat,
stituents and feel as though I had per- - part
the chief reason for the
us,
to
were
with
with
contend
the
able
stocks
of
Arizona
of
state
the
prevailing bullish sentiment.
formed that duty to the very best of
Other
factors in the situation iaciorsj coniriDuong
now It Is not just to punish us," I be- unfavorable
my ability.
to tne nrmncss
recovery.
Re
to
say
In
the
maintain
and
will
man
just
that
lieve
that
higher prices for cash wheat in
Nine years ugn last April I marched
ports from Washington of ; the In- were
away from your beautiful city with bis message to congress. "Theto people
the southwest, the strength of oats,
prosecution of heads small
criminal
singlo
tended
are
entitled
Mexico
New
of
stocks at Minneapolis, and refour hundred other citizens of New
(Applause and cheers.) of offending corporations kept alive ports of damage in Canada by hall.
Mexico, to fight the battles
of our statehood."
A
subject.
over
that
any
uneasiness
the
r
Washington
at
go
to
will
opened a shade to
country, but after Colonel Wood and And
tfile
consols was September
assist tho delegate in secur- new low record for Hritish Copper
higher at 82c to H2Vec, advanced to
Colonel Roosevelt sized UH up they time andpassage
went
day.
of
an
the
Incident
bill.
of
that
ing
the
concluded that I would make a better
S'4c and closed at fi2V&file. Comcitizens, we have all in life to a lower level hot If In London and mission
houses and local bulls were
horse trader than a scrapper, so all gotFellow
upon the New York metal exchange.
by
acts.
our
There
judged
be
to
during the Spanish-America- n
war I
a active bidders for corn during the first
New York Cen'tral reported
The
wo
you
what
telling
us
uso
in
Is
no
half
hour
of the session because of the
was left at Tampa to fight flies, and
the dividend
are going to do. You are going lo heavy 'deficitfor below
advance in oats. The buying was less
my friend Muller and my friend Llewending
year
the
half
us by what we do. So I wilt
urgent in the latter part of the day
ellyn and my honored friend who Judge my
dividend and
the with June and the Increased
remarks by thanking
the market held barely steady.
gave ut his life for his country In close
ending
quarter
requirement
the
for
I
ask
people of New Mexico.
Cash houses were the principal sellers.
the Philippines, went to the front, to- good
more
was
little
but
same
date
with
the
your
me,
I
ask
you
with
to be patient
and stocks were light
gether with three hundred other New
met by the Increase for that pe- Local thereceipts
and if you than
shipping demand ' fairly acMexicans, and reflected credit on Himtiort and your I help,
riod in the earnings available for the and
you
give
will
the
tive.
steady. Sepme
give
will
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The
market
themselves and the country that sent very
The market was so far over-sol- tember opened '4c closed
higher at 55c, sold
best administration that I possi- dividend.
obstacles
them there. It was always one of the bly
these
however,
that
can. I thank yott. U'rolonged were overcome upon the recovery and off to MViiC and closed at 54 c. Oatá
few things that I had against Colonel
were strong all day because of heavy
Roosevelt and Colonel Wood that I cheers and applause.)
the market closed strong and ot net buying by bulls.
News of the crop wa3
Closing
was compelled to remain at Tampa,
upon Ihe day.
advanee
nature and conof a discouraging
while my other friends went to the
stocks:,
Alliiiiiieiiiic Delegation Returns.
many
reports
of small yields
tained
front. I think it was on that account
delegation Adama Kxpress
1MI
The big
Heavy rains In Iowa, Illinois and Mis- that I n err pled a commission in a sub- which attendedAlblilteiiie
78
the inauguration of AiiialKaniated Copper
jsourl are said to he delaying the move- ordinate capacity to go to the Philipinvernor Curry yesterday, returned American Car and Fnnudiy ........ 40',i
Itnent of new oats to market. . The
'.m'n
pine Islands. I felt as though I should homo
rt"
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happy.
and
Hied
night
last
close was strong. September opened
93
have a little San Juan hill of my own. Many of the Albuiiieriite people re- American Cot ion Oil
c to
Tic to
lc higher at 44 "c.
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do Preferred .,
( laughter.)
I went
to the Islands mained for the reception and ball, and
to
and
advanced
closed at 45?gc.
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Kxpress
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my
regiment, expecting to return will return tonight, although the
with
1H'
Pref
Hide
Am.
Leather.
and
In
It,
night.
but while still
the service greater number came home last
with
The Metals.
tKVj
American lee
I was detailed by the military goverNew York, Aug. 8. The London
All agree that the Inauguration was American Llnseeed Oil
nor. General MaeArthur, tm the mili- completely successful.
19
lin market was lower, spot closing at
do Preferred
tary governor of a large province.
f.
174, 5s and futures at 175 15s. Lo
American Locomotive
IOS
do Preferred
When my time In the army expired
cally the market was weak at $38.25
Chicago (rimlnir Koine.
Smelling and Refining
ln.'IH to $38.75.
Colonel Roosevelt wired to me and
Copper was unchanged,
Chicago, Aug.
The Chicago city American
tot
do Preferred
offered to secure for me a cnmmlx-slo- n directory for 1!)"7. published today,
spot being quoted at 83 In London,
115
"i
ReflnlnK
American
Sumir
In the I'nlted States army. I de- gives figure! rollmatlng the populaand futures lower at 79 5s. Locally
tio
.Tobacco, pref. certlf
clined that commission, but accepted tion of Chicago t ü,37,íno. Tho to- Am
the market was weak. Iake was
ro
Anaciuiila Mining Co
i
government
of
of
quoted
the civil
at $ 1 !.25 if 20.25 ; electrolytic
the city
,
tal number of names Is 737,400, and Atihlson
hi
$18. 75fo' 19.25;
and casting, at
Manila.
dii Preferred
same ratio of directory names
at
the
lS.2.ri(!i18.75. Lead was unchunged at
All I want to say Is Ihat I am not to total population established by the Atlantic Coast Line
$5.1 5di 5.25
'.:
locally and advanced to
at all ashamed of the record that I 1!ina census, this rive the population llaltlmore and Ohio
:l
iln Preferred
19 10s In London.
Spelter was un
made In the Philippines and that as estimated ebove.
r7
niuoklyn
Rapid
'i
Transit
changed at 22 In London but was
when I left there I had the good will
171
Canadian
Pacific
weak locally at $.,.70to5.80. Har sil
of the people, and feel as though I did
iirlim Laxative Krult Syrup IS sold under
175
of New Jersey
69
c. Mexican dollars, 55e.
my share of the duty that the Amer- .1 im.xIIKi' Kunriinii'u to mre constipation, Central
34 ,
Chesapeake and Ohio
any
or
IruiUile,
In
form
ican people are all trying to do
alik hi'Mila. lie sii'inurh
Western
Great
St. IoiiIh Wool.
If II frills, the manufacturof lnillaesiion.
141,
benefiting the Philippine people.
Chicago and Nnrihweslern .. .
quiet.
8. Wool,
St. Louis, Aug.
ers refund ymir umiiey. What more ran any c M. and St. Paul
No one on earth was more surpris.UT.H
lly
I'"., ilriiKKi!.
Medium grades, combing and clothing,
.
V.
I'libSK" Terminal and Transfer
ed than I was when I received a tele- ..in- ii". J. II. Ii llli
heavy
IS
24it 2tic; light line, 22i23c;
do Preferred
gram from the president of the
B.1
line, 171ele; tub washed, 29(ii35c.
Met; PLANT TOKAY AT THK MUX-AI- C. C. C and St. Louis
I'nlted Slates asking me If I would
I. .i,i... Kind
iT
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Iri.n
and
II MIO( LKY
accept the governorship of Ihe terril.
MININO NT04KH.
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Colorado and Southern ....
tory of New Mexico. It came as a
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The following Huston quotations are fur- do 1st preferred
I wired
complete surprise.
that I
nlslied by V. Uraf a Co., hrokers, over their
44
do 2d Preferred
own private wire to Albuquerque,
N. M,
112"
could not accept It at that time, as
Consolida led Gas
15 Ü Almost
107.
Coin Products .,
the commission Ihat had been given
7 a 4 e 711
Amalgamated Copper
70
do preferred
me In the Philippines was not finishnr.
Anaconda
fiiMiT M
Iielanare and Hudson .. ..
ed, and I wrote to the president and
40
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Alloues
lelawars, Lackawanna and Western. .45
stated that while I Intended to re5 tt l
('cover and Rio Grandu ..
Arcadian
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turn to New Mexico, and felt highly
or
IK
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Arlsona Commercial
do prefeired .1
rompllmented by the offer of the pot
Milliters' Seem Ules
tii4 American Sanlnaw
sition, t doubled very much my abll-it- y
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It It 12
Atlantic
Kile
21 4Í 4s 22
Itoston Cons.. Haled
to fill It, and I would prefer, if he
M
do 1st Preferred
U
HIiiKham
do 2d Preferred
possibly could, he would select miinn
lJiv
4 H tf
f.
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J lllack
Mountain
General Kle trl.
one else; hut the president Insisted
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Untie Coalition
2',i,'(i 21
Illfuols Central
on my accepting the appointment, and
7
Wall
1.1
Ely
Slml.
H
Cumberland
International Paiier
( did.
I want to be vet y brief and
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Centennial
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New Yolk, Aug. 8. The nervous
any thst us inn as
am governor or temperature
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Calumet and Anions
liKiá
23
Pump
International
a
speculation
as
of
the
.New Mexico I will csny out the polCopper
7I
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.
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do
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result of yeslei day's violent collapse Iowa
icy of Theodore Roosevelt and give In
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Denn Arizona
Central
prices was clearly enough In eviDaly
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Davis
the most loyal
do
the administration
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today and was promptly re- Kansas city Southern
7
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Knst llutte
I
i
support that I possibly fan. (Ap- dence
flected In Ihe heavy declines which
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Uisnhy
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plause.) That I will do everything I occurred
In the tlrst hour. The recov11)7
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Louisville and Nashvllla
UHU lt
the Interests of the
isn to promote
which followed was not, accom- Mexican Central
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Helvetia
StH 4
territory of New Mexico, and the ery
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development
new
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and
by
Minneapolis
SI. Louis
Koewenaw
panied
snd
74 4 1.1Í14
proudest ambition of my life will be was due apparently to Ihe fact that Minneapolis. St. Paul and St. SI M .
Mining
Mlchls-a12 U
to be the last governor of the terri- mgeiit liquidation had run Its cour.-,,
71
130
Mohawk Minina- do Preferred
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tory of New Mexico and that my term for the time. The shorts left uncov- Missouri pacific
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Nevada Consolidated
iWn 11
71 tt 12
North Untie
will even be shorter than (iovernor ered, furnished sufficient unsatlsti-- d Missouri. Kansas snd Texas
S
Nlplselns;
1
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Ilagermsn's. (Applause and cheers. ) I demand lo account for the rallying do Preferred
Old
National
Dominion
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Ill)
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friend, tendency. Conjecture continued busy
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am nn Ihe territory like
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Usceola
York Central
lis till!
(iovernor Taylor, was on the financial over the sources of the heavy llqul- - New
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I'srrott Mining
t
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He had been away on a datlon and Its motives.
question.
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tho Norfolk and Western
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of
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tour,
and
lecture
TH
4
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Identity oí IMe sellers WHS unillscloseCI,
Rhode Island
do Preferred
against him was that he was not a Ihe motives were not beyond defining North American
,
1
ISanls Fe Copper
. sr.
strong enough silver man. So In his In Ihe money situation and the futility Psflftc Mail
. 14 tf 1414
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.
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I'j'iH Superior snd Pittsburg
MVt
opening spsech ho stated that he had of Ihe campaign for the rise of the l,if Pennsylvania
a Oas . ,
.
. ST H Si)
Tamarack,..'.
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to effect any distribution f People
7
C.
C.
P
.
..
.
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SI.
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and
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Ihe atudv of th financial question, stocks. While there whs a cynical I
I idled Cupper
. 2Vi
. HV
Pressed Hteeel Car .. .
In Ihe assumption that promihut briefly his position was thst he
, . , ,
.
. tt
do . Preferred
I'lah Consolidated .. .
tt 43
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Pullman Palaca Car .
4147
Wolverine . ;
.146
.ir.s
ited coinage of silver at the ratio of red
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.
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tt
any
one,
holdings
or
that
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so
to
compelled
ratio
.
sacrifice their
sixteen lo
.
do 1st Preferred
Isle Royals
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illol.e Consolidated ,. ..
do 2d Preferred . . .
the people would take It; he was In, In a crumbling market. It was not
It O 11
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favor of gold; he was In favor of nu-- questioned that attempts to sujipoi t Rrpulilie Hieel ,
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Perfection oil stove; a bargain.

8.

FOR SALB OR RENT" Complete furnished
bakery, cash or payments; just tho thing
for man and wife. 305 S. Setond street.
FOR SALE Two cottages and four corner
lots, cheap.
Klrster's Cigar Factory.
FOR SALE Oood driving horse and rubber
tire buggy. Apply at the Albuquerque
Hatters, Third and Gold.
FOR SALE Drug store; $3,000 stock; good
reason for selling; only drug store In
town: for further particulars write E. E,
Hcrry, Estancia, N. M.
FOR SALE Five room brick house, fur
nlshed or unfurnished; two screened
porches and shade trees. Also one lot on
Also sot of histories,
University Heights.
Nations of the World. 60 volumes at yit.
Inquire at residence, John Weinzlrl, 416 S.
Amo at.
We have a num
FOR SALE OR LEASE
ber of slightly used sewing machines,
which can be had at a bargain on easy
payments to suit purchaser. Apply Singer
Sewing Machine Co., 218
South Second

DRS. BRONSON

& BRONSON

Homeopathic
Physicians and Surgeon.
Over Vann'a drug store. Phoae:
Office
and residence, 628.' Albuquerque, N. M.
DR. W. M. SHERIDAN
Homeopathic
Physician and Surgeoa.
Occidental Life Building, Albuquer-qu- e.
New Mexico. Telen hone 88 .
BELDEN
Veterlnnry.
Phone 405. Residence 402

VVM.

S.

Edith.

RDNTISTS.
DR. J. E. KRAFT
Dental Surgecn. ,
Rooms
Barnett Buildln. Phona
744. Appointments made bv mall.
3,

AROHITKCTS.
tf F. W. 8PENCEK
FOR
SALE Three saddle and driving
ponies.
Hunter's Wagon Tard, 200 South Room 4 sndArchitect.
47. Barnetf Building.
Drondwoy.
tf
FOR SALE A good top buggy for sale
ASSAYKHS.
cheap. N. W. Alger, 124 South Walter W. JtüNKS
street.
tf
Assayer, Mining & Metallurgical
FOR SALE Our dairy for sale on easy
Engineer.
terms; barn and pasture for rent. Atbers 609 West
avenue. Postofflca Bo
Brothers.
tf 173. or atFruit
office of V. H. Kant 111
FOR
SALE Aermotor windmills,
tanks South Third etreet.
and substructure. Wolklnc & Son, 707
North Eighth street, phone 1485.
tf
CIVIL ENGINEERS.
street.

,

j

one-quart- er

sub-treasu- ry

I
I

j
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--
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vi-r-

Chli-as-

-
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,
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H

I

1
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FOR RENT

--

Dwellings

FOR RENT Four room cottage with modern conveniences.
Inquire of A. A. Trim
ble. 207 N. Arno street.
4
FOR RENT
room brick house, close in;
apply Rankin & Co, Room 10, N. T. Armijo building, or phone 14J7.
FOR RENT One
modern house, 320
W. Honing avenue; one
modern
house, 608 S. Fourth street. Apply at Mann
Saddlery Co., 114 N, Second street.
FOR RENT
house with lawn and
large barn. Address 41.1 South Broadway.
FOR RENT Twelve acre ranch, closa In;
mostly alfalfa. 31t Copper avenue.
FOR VtENT New
hotel or rooming
house,, good location. W. M. McMllUnn,
211 West Gold Ave.
FOR RENT Two oFThree room nousesi
W. V.
furnished or unfurnished.
R02 South Second street.

WANTED

from Kansas City. Highest grado
in Letters, Hdences, Art. Unusually strong
faculty. American Mosart Conservatory.
An Emerson I'lnno as prize In May Festival
Contest. For full Illustrated catalog address
C.
M. WILLIAMS.
President. Liberty. Mo.

SANTA FE TIME TABLE

fj O
(Effective June liith.)

From the Last
Arrive. Depart
No. 1. Southern Cal. Exp
7:4 p 8:30 p
No. S, California
Limited ....13.20 p 1:00 p
No.7, North. Cal. Fast Mall.. .10:66 p 12:46 p
No. , El P. A Mox. City Exp..U:4S p 12:20

From Ihe

West--No.

Chicago
.No. 4, Chicago

Fast Mall
Limited

2,

N.

M.

l

i

t it p
City Exp..
7:20 p
From Ihe Koulh
No. 10, Chi., Den. & K. C. Ex 1:30
T:00 p
No. 10 connects at Ijimy with branch train
for Rants Fe snd stops at all loosl points In
Ksw McjIoo
T. K PIIRDT Agent

No.

C'hl. A Kan.

w,

J.

1).

.

WANTED

Consolidated Liquor Co.

liC

Toti&Gradi

North Third fclrcet
Dealers In
GROCERIES, PROVISIONS. GRAIN
FOR RENT Rooms
Hay and Vw. line lino ol Imported
Wlnea, Liquor anil Olgarft. I'lacn your
for lliM ,M.
,ir. w,,,
,
FOR RENT A nice two roomed cottaae. order
of wholesale and retail business. Apply at
A FULL BET OP TEETH
F OB
iv
mrm street.
RENT Furnished
pleasant
looms;
place; no sick; also good barn for rent.

FOR

422 N. Sixth.

$8

SSmi

ííSS

RENT One furnished room in Occl finid Crowns
,
( 04
dental Life Building. No invalids Dead Mold Fillings, upwards from
fl.5t
spply.
1'aLnless Kitrsctlon
goa
All Work Absolutely (iuarnnteed. '
run Kb.M Room In modern house 10
healthy gentleman. Apply fl3 West 811
DRS. COPP & PETTIT,
ver avenue.
Koom H. N. T. Armijo Riilldln
ROOMS' F6R HUNT
A few nicely urhrsKJ
rooms with use of bath, by the week or
A L It U O ü K It 4 V Ifl
month. No Invalids taken. Hotal Craig
Miver Ave,
Machine Works.
FOR RENT Neatly furnished rooms St Foundry
very low prices. Ths La Vota Rooming
P. Hall,
House,
HI West Lead avenue. Mrs. J. Iron
and Ilrass Castlnga, Ore, Coal, and
Fleming.
tf
FOÍI RENT Modern rooms and board, lif Lumber Cars, Tulleys. Orate Bars. Babbitt
per month. Mrs. Eva L, Crslg, 101 Metal, Columns and Iron Fronts for Build-Inn- s,
Repslrs on Mining and Milling
South Second street, upstairs.
our specialty. FOIJNPRT, East did
of Railroad Track, slbiiquequa. New Mcstnn
FOR

and

It

REDUCED ALL
RAILROAD
AND HOLD.
MOIJCITLD.

rroirIetr.

Arthur E. Walker

Point.

Flra Insurance.
Kocretnry Mutual
plumo 6ft.
Association.

IttiildlnK

tll

West Central A veo, is.

TIIKKTI

BOUftHT
CORKK.XrO.NDKNCl

MA An
4

1

MOURE'S

TICKET

OFFICE

fiaste--

li

1:00a
6:60 p
4:40 p

Eaktr Pres.
Chss. Mellnl, fscy
Ciloml, Vies Tres.
O. Bachechl, Tress
Lmber teams to haul lumber
from our mill In Cue hill Canon ' Do
mingo, 22 miles; good roads nnd good water. Address Domingo Lumber Co., Thorn
Ion, N. M.
Successors to Mellnl A Eakln ..
To learn tailor system of draftWANTED
and Rnrbochl
Ginml
ing patterns for ladles' clothing.
Address
WHOLESALE
IMCAM.KH IN
124. Southern hotxl.
Sow ins a t 1 2 1 7 Bou t h B road,
W ANTED
WIHES, LIQUORS & CIGARS
way.
,
WANTED
To loan money In amounts to We handle everything
In our line.
suit borrower.
J. F. Brown, Room 14, Write for
Illustrated Catalogue and
First National Bank Building.
Price List, Issued to dealers only.
WANT K
les rTcoTl a iiwagsttíisMorn
Telephone 13a
Ing Journal office.
fORNKH
IHHT HT.
COPI'l. R AVR
A certain
WANTED
number of boarders
pay your fixed si penaos; every ons above
that number pays you a profit; you csn always keep the number right by using the
sunt columns or Ihe Morning Journal.
rlella.

itt

K

Want Ads.

Use Journal

HQ fiüU!' 5 FRENCH

f American Ticket'
Brokers' Association.

Member

lit

West Central Arenos.

AllmqasMiut

i Ran, M0WH

ttllJir ht rVfWUMW Ml
f
tN.
Mil.
" i
(iusWfti'Ustol
a Mon? Mrjti(lH. Ünt yrsH El
SMf tut. Will MfMl tbftn 4M) Iflftl.fe.
x4
fft I!
r!iV44t. 4WHfiisj trtt. ' rtMM Atmglat
V
ClftTAfB

ffm
!)

I bat

FCIMLE

pills:

1

.

,

LADIES' COLLEGE

LIBERTY
14 miles

Miscellaneous

A 90(i-l- t.
or more horse for Us
WANTED
feed and care.
Address P. O. Box 211
Uy man and wife, furnished
WANTED
house of from four tu six rooms; muHt be
in good condition.
Address J. X., care Morning Journal.
large and
To buy chickens,
WANTED
small. Telephone 8. 11. M. Carpciiecr, itlo
(runde Lumber Company.
WANTED
Names and addresses of all
members of Modern Woodmen of America
In city.
Chas. I'aUncr. 715 8, Arno street
All kinds of second hand furni
WANTED
ture: highest prices paid. Scbeer
Wnr
lick, the New Furniture Store, 206 E. Ccn
ti'nl avenue.
WANTED
Farmer and wife lo work and
cook on ranch; fanner must understand
crop raising and handling of slock; reply
with references.
Co., Olo- Tho Talicr-Vo-

1

. .

PITT ROSS
County Surveyor,
Attorney before U. S. Land Depart
ment. Land Scrip for sala. Civil engineering.
Qold Ave., Opposite Morning Journal

TO

Utsa Hnil fvui sHtWa to ttM
UNITfO MrftlCAL CO ,
T4 UweattTva.

So4

in ñlbuqutrqut
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by Hit L H. O'Rcitif Co,
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four womeif Aitif work they gathered
in front of the. building where the
tlegraph--officis located, and for
half an hour filled the air with cheers
and whistles, but the police were
given no cause for the exercise of
their authority.

TELEGRAPHERS

LOS AXGKLES TROUU.E
FA It FROM SETTLEMENT
Lo Angeles. Cal., Aug. 8. Settle-

DOT KEYS
'

"WESTERN UNION WIRES
SILENT IN BIG CITY

Refusal to Work With Non- union Men in West' Brings
Crisis Which May Involve
,
Whole Country,
(By Morning Journal Hpeclul Leaned Wire.
... Chicago. Aue. 8.
The strike of the
telegraph operators employed In Chi-

,

cago came toniRht. The trouble was
precipitated by the Los Angeles strike,
which was begun two days ago.
Tonight the local executive board of
the Commercial Telegraphers'
union
met and nassed resolutions which requested the men to refuse to work
n
telegraphers emwith the
ployed In Los Angeles. When the
men were notified of this step all
operators employed In the overhand
division of the office refused to work
n
any longer with the
men
on the other end of the wire. When
this announcement was made Night
Chief Harry Price ordered all who refused to work to leave the office. He
then went Into other divisions and requested the men to go to the overland division. In everv case he was
met with a refusal, until over seventy
men had been sent home. The grievance committee of the union called on
Price and notified him that unless
every man was reinstated . by mid-- "
night every union man In the office
would be called out. This demand
was refused, and promptly at midnight, by a prearrangement, a whistle was blown, and every operator
employed In the main office, with the
exception of six wire and loop chiefs,
including Night Manager Price and
his two assistants, left their keys, and
with a round of cheers filed out of the
office.
The. men employed by the
company at the various newspapers
had been ratified of the contemplated
strike and they jtlso quit work.
The local officers of the union
stated that the day force employed by the company, most of
n
whom belong to the union, would
to go to work In the morning.
This will also Include all branch offices throughout the city
The national officials of the union
spent all day today in an effort to
'prevent the "rank and file" of the
organization from taking matters in
their own hands and calling a strike.
The men for weeks have maintained
a sullen attitude toward the company.
The Chicago force was dissatisfied
with the basis of the settlement
reached at the time the strike In San
Francisco was called off. Ever since
then they have been visiting the office of National
Secretary Russell
- seeking" '
Today his ofInformation.
fice was crowded all day long with
operator looking for news regarding
the nrogress of the peace negotiations
In the west, but were given little satisfaction,
"I am waiting to hear from President Small. Until I hear further I
can say nothing," he said.
Kuch replies, together with the fact
that the men believe, according to
their ovn statements, that President
Small submitted
to defeat at San
Franclmo, was what prompted the
executive board of the local union to
take action tonight.
It was under these conditions that
the strike was called without the
sanction of the national officials.
After the men had quit work Secretary Russell refused to talk about
the controversy except to say the men
had taken matters In their own hands
and undoubtedly felt that they were
capable of handling their own affairs.
Secretary I'lrlch, of tho local union,
non-unio-

non-unio-

re-f--

'

'

'

aalrt:

"The men were utterly tired of the
conditions under which they wero
working, and could not stand It any
longer. When the additional Insult
of asking them to work with nonunion men In Los Angeles was put
upon them, they refused to stand It
and quit work. We could get no Information of the situation on the Pacific coast from our national officers,
and we decided that It was up to us
to take care of ourselves."
When General Manager Cook, of
the Western 1'nlon, was informed of
the strike he declared that he was
unable to say anything that would be
of any Interest, and tjiat he could not
otitlinu the action the company would
take until tomorrow morning.
Fearing that trouble might arise
following the walk-oof the men, an
official of the company a few minmidnight
telephoned to
utes before
the central station and requested that
several policemen be sent to the main
office of the company to preserve order.
(ne lieutenant and five policemen
t were ordered to report at the telegraph office. After tho 200 men and
ut

HOW CAN
YOU DO IT?
,
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Here nre some figures from the best
sources possible that ought to set you
to thinking if you have kidney disease.

Ir. Loo nils, of Hellcvuo Hospital,
tntM from clinical observations and
a Jurga number of utopslei at Bella-vtiof men and
that
women over 40 have tlrlght'i Disease
In some form. .See Ienver
Medical
Times, December. 103, p. S04.
And the cenan
shows that over
of all the death .from
kidney disease the last census year
were really due to Urlght' Disease,
vl., 68. 000 1 out of 62.000. See U. .
Census for 80.
Although Dr. Loomls Is an authority
and It Is pretumptuous, yet we cannot
h
of
believe with him that
all people over 40 have flrlght'a Disease. We think he would have been
ne.irer the facts If he had said that
s
of all people hnvlug kidney trouble hnve r.r'.ght'i Disease, for
!he census figures cannot be denied
and show conclusively that nine-tentof oil the dead from kidney
troubles had Hrlght's Disease.
Mow on earth, then, can people with
to take anyklrtnev trouble afford
thing hut Fulton' Rpnsl Compound,
the only known specific fur Mrtghfi
Dlnnw
I: !x tnmerterllnir kldm'v medicine.
me the n lent. J., 'if, O'ltrllly
tv
IbtHiiicr-rTN. M, ,
Co.i dfujuista,
e,

nine-tent-

nine-tent-

nine-tent-

nine-tenth-

ment of the telegraphers' strike appears as remote tonight as during the
first hour of the strike. District Superintendent F. H. Lamb, representing the company, twice today refused
to receive or deal with a committee
representing the men who walked out,
and the latter are firm in their attitude, demanding the reinstatement of
John E. Ryan, the operator whose
discharge was Indirectly responsible
tor the strike. In a. statement to the
Associated Press tonight, Superintend
aent Lamd said:
"I cannot receive a committee of
strikers representing any discharged
employe orhls grievance."
At 11 o clock tomorrow the operators will hold a meeting to consider
further plans for the opening of negotiations. Tonight there were about
twenty men at work at the Western
Union office.
Superintendent Lamb
saj's:
"Business tonight is In a very satisfactory condition. We are well up
with the business in fact, I think we
are ahead of the usual schedule at
this hour. The men at work are competent operators, and are working
with a good deal of enthusiasm."
The striking telegraphers sent two
communications to
Superintendent
Lamb, of the Western Union, setting
forth their grievances and demands.
Mr. Lamb accepted them, but declined to make an answer.
Upon receipt of this information the
telegraphers appointed a committee of
five to wait upon Mr. Lamb in person. There is a strong sentiment
among the operators in favor of asking the operators of the Postal Telegraph company in this city to go out
also in order to tie up the city's telegraph communication completely.
President William Wooten, of the
Los Angeles Telegraphers' local union,
said:
"It Is greatly to be regretted that
the men took such a hasty action In
this case. The operators, however,
were unable to resign themselves to
the apparent discrimination
as between the San Francisco and Los Angeles ofllces. 1 have reported the particulars to National President Small In
San Francisco."
The strike of the Western Union operators was called last night, following tho discharge of a union operator,
on the ground of deliberately delaying
messages. According to the men,
about sixty-liv- e
out of a total of seventy-five
are out.
The company, however, is fairly well
supplied with operators and is taking
care of all business offered.
A meeting of the( striking operators
was held today. More than fifty were
present. A letter from Ryan to Manager Miller was read, saying that the
men could return to work and consideration would be given to a committee
of the dissatisfied ones. It was decided
that none of the operators would return to work unless Ryan went with
them. Steps looking to negotiations
with Manager Miller on this basis
were laken.
President Small of the Commercial
Telegraphers' union, sent the following from Oakland:
"Deplore hasty action, but realize
Will stand behind
It is justifiable.
Los Angeles.
If trouble not settled In
fortv-eiggo there."
will
hours,
Vice President. Beattle, at Washington, wired as follows:
"Your manly course against Injustice has my hearty endorsement."
NEW YORK EXPFXTKn
TO BE INVOLVED TODAY
New York, Aug. 8. As soon as the
operators In the Chicago office or me
Western Union Telegraph company
went out tonight the company's di
rect trunk lines connecting Chicago
and this city were ordered closed for
the night. They will be reopened tomorrow morning and such New
business will be handled as
the company will be able to handle.
will
None of the local telegraphers
discuss the situation tonight. The
move at Chicago was not wholly a
surprise to the members of the local
union here. They had received an,
Intimation that the trouble at Los An-geles was likely to Involve men working In the offices of the company in
the country, and the developments of
the last few days had not been favorable to a friendly settlement of the
dispute on the cofiat. No official
statement was made tonight by repWhether
resentatives of the union.
the New York office would be drawn
ofChicago
was
a
as
the.
into
strike
fice no one would hazard a prediction. It was, however, pointed out
that the same point raised In Chicago
would naturally arise here.
Something definite on the situation
Is expected to develop early tomorrow when business between this city
and Chicago Is resumed. It was said
to be possible that the men here
refuse to work
would immediately

3C
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WEST 60LD

AVE.

MCE BARTt.ETT PEARS
MONARCH CKOCEKY CO.

non-unio-

President Small, president of the
telegraphers' union, In San Francisco,
'
Is expected.
Dcmcr Men Sympathize With Move.
Denver, Aug. 8. As soon as word
came from Chicago that the opera
tors there had gone on strike at mid
night a petition was started In circulation among the operators of the
Western Union here, which approved
of tho action of tho Chicago men. and
also stated that under no conditions
would the local men work with nonunion operators In the Chicago or Los
Angeles offices. President Fred Wes-se- l,
of the local union, hurried from
his home to the operating room of the
local office for the purpose of advising the men not to take any definite
action until orders were received from
the head official of tho national body.
The petition was signed by practically
had
all the union men, but nothing
been done further up to 12:30 o'clock.
Mf. Wessel was refused admittance
to, the operating room of the Western
Union upon Instruction
from headquarter of that company, according
to his statement, but ha callud a special meeting of the union for tomorrow afternoon at 3 o'clock. The local men declare they will not work
n
operators employed
with
on any wire and appear solidly
non-unio-
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THREE CONVICTED OF
ASSAULTS ON WOMEN
Prompt Action or Court HrlngM Ilojie
for Diul of New York' 1(cIkh
,
of Terror.

FINE CANTAUM'PKS EVERY DAY AT
THE MONARCH GROCERY CO.

7

Hardware,

Shelf

The woman who reads the advertisements

OPEN FOR BUSINESS

SHERLOCK HOLMES
couldn't find the one man In this town
that want that saddle or driving
horse of yours as surely and as quock-l- y
a a for sale ad can no; and Sherlock's fee would ba larger.

We are now open for business and only new goods
peep at you from all directions in the Richelieu Grocery Store.

groceries in

the

west, and the Richelieu
Brand can not be surpass- -

I

ed.

I

!

WILLIAMS DR.UG CO

r
204j
W. Gold

BLUE FRONT.

-

-

-

RACK

A
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W. Central Ave.

SSccond

y

!;

Our store is gaining new friends every day because of the splendid values given in new and wanted goods. Judging from
the sales, it would seem that we supply the wants of a large portion of the people of Albuquerque. We have certainly
been turning out a great many goods the past six weeks, and have a great many summer goods yet to move, as we will
need the room for our new fall goods which will begin to arrive before long. OUR PRICES ARE SO LOW that you can
SAVE CONSIDERABLE MONEY on all goods that you need.

will bo sentenced later. Tho prompt
disposition of assault coses Is believed
to be having the, effect of restraining
others criminally inclined.
.
V

Algor Jumps Into (JmkI Company.
Worcester, Mass., Aug. R. The
works of Horatio Alger, Jr., the nothave
ed writer of books for boys,
been barred from the shelves of the
Worcester public library. This places
Mr. Alger in the same class with Mark
Twain, Walt' Whitman and other
well known writers whose works have
been barred from the public libraries
of Worcester county towns and cities.

Special in Cream.Table Damask

SPECIAL IN FOUNTAIN PENS

0 Inches
Unbleached or Cream Tablo Painask.
wide, good heavy damask, superior finish, neat
floral design. This Is one of the most durable damasks made and would be a good value at 60c. Special price for this week, the ynrd
35c

Fountain Pen, Gold Plated Point,
hard rubber barrel, cap and screw
section, with filler. This pen will
do the work of a pen that costs four
times as much. Special price for
this week, each
40c

Special in Hammocks
We have only one kind of Mammocks left, and we
wish to close them out. as we hare no room to
store thorn. This hammock Is an open weave with
concerted spreader at, head and and foot. Rood,
slued stationary pillow, fancy colored strlpea, bright
Hpeclal price
end rings. We sold them at $1.00.
75o
to t'loae, each

Men I'nst Sixty In Danger.
Moro than half of mankind over sixty
year of age suffer from kidney and bladder disorders, usually enlargement of prostate Rlands. This Is both painful and dangerous, and Foley's Hidney Cure should be
taken at the first sign of danger, as It corrects Irregularities and has cured many old
Mr. Rodney Burnett,
men of this disease.
Rockport, Mo., krltes: "I suffered with enlarged prostate gland and kidney trouble foi
years and after taking two bottles of Foley's
Kidney Curo I feel better than I have for
twenty years, although I am now 91 ysars
old." J. H. O'Reilly Co., druggists.

:i

Special Dollar Watches
Special

White Canvas

in Misses'

The Jerome Watch, heavy Blckle flat rase, milled
edges, stem wind and set, dial with second hand.
This Is a reliable time-piecThe rase has a solid
back and Is absolutely dust proof and Is guaranteed In every respect, has the appearance of ten
Spcclul prlco for this week, one
limos tho price.
watch and chain of four or Hvo styles of chains
and fobs for
$1.00
We only have a limited number of theso watches.

Oxford Shoes
Misses' White Canvas Low Shoos. Blucher cut,
largo eyelets, wide Ituvs, single sole, low heels,
canvas tips. This shoe Is generally sold for $1.5
and $1.50. Special prices for this week:
Hiw
3e
84 to 11 ',i
Sixes 12 to 2, per pair
$1.00

WK IIAVK FINK MKXICAN I.IMKM. THE
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Whenever you want your Prescriptions filled promptly and accurately or
and MEDICINES sent up to your house In a turry.

If you want DRUGS

MAIL ORDERS
H. E, FOX, Secretar; and Manager.

South-

POULTRY NETTING,

GARDEN HOSE.

CaJl Up Telephone 789

Prarer and Loa Angele
CAREFULLY FILLED.

carry the finest
stock of staple and fancy

TENTS, WAGON COVERS,
RANCH SUPPLIES,

THE MOST POPULAR BECAUSE THE BEST.

The Busiest Drug Store Between

We

Cutlery; Enamelware,

Winona Wagons, McCormick Mowers and Harvesters

O'RIELLY COMPANY

M.

Between R. R. and Copper Aves.

,r

LAWN MOWERS,
REFRIGERATORS,
GARDEN TOOLS.

USE JOURNAL WANT ADS.

J.

AUG

stmt

and 117 North First

shM Intelligently. Isn't It worth while to
do that? Try one In the Morning Journal.

CO.

Special in Dress Shields
Shirt Waist Shield, light weight. Nainsook covered,
bound edges.
This Hhleld has no equal at the
price we sell It for regular, and at this special
price it Is simply saving
Sites 3 and 4.
Special price for this week, the pair
IUc
one-hal-

,

Special in Garden Sets
Special in Leather Soles

Children's

Garden Seta, consisting
hoa anil shovel. 3D Inches long, smoothly
a
lurgcr
is
much
set than the one
This
two weeks ngo, and Is a very handy set
around the yard, worth 50c. SpeclHl price
week, the set

Half Holes, made of good Hemlock tnnned solo
leather, for Men's or Women's 8hoe, worth 20c.
Kpeclal price for this week, per pair
10c

Special in Lap or Buggy Robes

THE HOUSEWIFE GIVES IT
first-grad-

Flit ST

ST.

of rake,
finished.
we sold
to have
for this
S5o

Japanned Screen Koor Hinges, with a good, strong
spring, an At binge. Special price for this week,
the pair with screws
10o

week, each
40c
FHncy Striped I.ah Kobe, made of Imitation linen,'
drah ground, with white and green stripes, heavy
knotted fringe. This Is a good, serviceable robe
and Is well worth "Tur. Special price for this week,
each
80c

Special in Silk Bow Ties

$1.00

eai-t-

Special in Wire Hair Pins
Hair Pin Cabinet, contains two hundred wire Hair
Pins, In assorted slr.es and kinds, Straight, Crimped
and Invisible.
This cabinet never sells for less
than 10c and very often for 15c. Hpeclal price for
this week, each
flo

Special in Screen Door Hinges

Fancy Momio Cloth Robe In assorted coors, stripes,
full size, fringed cmbi. Center embroidered In assorted design, worth 60c Hpeclal prlco for this

Special in Boys' Shirts

''

Special in Hair Tonic
Pratt's

Quinine Hair Tonic. Nature'
own toiile
and dressing for the hslr. This is one of the best
reguar
made,
hair tonics
7Su and $1 00
and Is the
sise. Special price for this week, the bottle
KOe

Pratt's

Men's or Hoys' Silk How Ties.' patent fastener, assorted light and dark colors, a very pretty tie and
one that is generally sold for 2üc. Special price
for this week, each
So

fr

Knt't Nt'KliRfO Hhtrta with mllar hand
In anaortrd
white
arid i ripen, madn
nf Perral, Madraa,
tvr In very nal and pretty
pattnrnH and color. Slzra 12 to 14. Most utoroa
Kpff-lu- l
n'tl (h In Kradc of Hhlrta at 7iii
prke for
4(c
this week, each

Velvette, an Invisible liquid f,ce powder,
leaves the skin while and soft as an Infant's. More
lasting end satisfactory than a dry powder. Special
prlue for this week, the bottle
0Oo

Special in Ladies' White Lace Hose
todies' White Lisle Thread Hose, lace hoot, plain
top with handsome lace bracelet to match foot,
silk finish. This Is a very pretty hoso and it has
the wearing qualities, well worth iOc.
Special
prlco for this week, iho pair
sse

Special in Children's Caps
Hoys'

Silk Polo Cap. made of heavy silk with
pleated lop. trimmed with brush and
on
side, cord across front.
Special price for Ibis
week, each
4.v
pom-po-

D. H.

l'laln I.lnen Kobe, made of pure linen, plain drah
or linen color, all over hemstitched border.
This is
one of the best robes made for general use, and Is
well worth $1.60.- - Special price for this week,

PIONEER BAKERY
207 SO.

.

Momio Cloth Kobe, mnde of solid drab or linen
color momle cloth, fancy embroidered centers. In
assorted designs, heavy knotted fringe.
You
will very seldom And this robe sold for less than
a dollor. Special price for this week, each
Me
Striped I.lnen Hobo, made of linen, drab ground
with red and white stripes, hemstitched ends. This
robe Is made for wear.
Hpeclal price for thTi
week, each
75j

e
the highest award to our
bread, plea, rolls, caltes and pastry
generally. And wl!h reason. There's
nothing bettor baked than the product from flour leaving our oven. One
thing In sure the whole family agrees
whh the housewife when the bread
comes from

'

Boatright

Phone

1013.

Hoys' Silk Seoleh Cap. with Scotch plaid top uod
pain color side with plaid edge, trimmed with
rosette and buckle on side. This la a very pretty
and dressy csp for a little boy. Special price for
Ibis week, each
43c

FOR SALE CHEAP.
One third IntvrrM in a o..d nrw town
eighty a'rt'. wurvryrd nud pljttfd near the
San I'edio npptr Mlnr. In K""d

cuntry.

$

An my family Ik In pour hrnlth I dnir to
make a rhttnKe. I ttltm filer a K"'"l tuiHin
hiHiKc nud lot In
ancla lit a baiKiln
Now renta fur $"
month.

pt

W.C.

ASHEN,

KftCitiM'lit, Nrw Mrfclco.

AND CARBON PAPER.
V
hHVB a einnpletn ulnoit of tltf well
known rnrtr'a Typewriter KIMm.m
and
Carhon Faper. ma nufaetui ed by the Car
lera Ink Ornimny.
art)
Thi'Kft rllMhn
turante d to l
hn-flllln- t.
and ahmilutcly BttMírtt-ry- .
carry
all
We
thm. In ull cloia and
mnkfi of

fr

I'rlr

13
HWtWld.

HI

rent

fu

(olor ftlbtthmi',

h

;

11.00

rr

97.50

dorr a,

etuli, iHMtimld.

Carbon Paper.
We carry carbon paper In colors of
purple, blsck and blue, and in the following brands:
(lossamer. Thin, Hard, Non Smut,
per bos
$3 M
t,
Medium, llsrd,
Professional,
'
per box
II Ofl
Commercial,
Medium Soft finish,
per huí
$.t OA
Di niton, Medium Hard,
per bos, . ,
ti M
TIIKSK I'KII KN ARK Al. I. l'tgnAII.
Send

us a trial

0

0

t0
0
0

TYPEWRITER RIBBONS

order and we will be
friends.

0

f

0
0
0
0

JOS WKXT CKNTKAI,

t
t

Shawknit Hose,
For Mcii.
We carry at all times a complete assortment of the celebrated Shawknit
hose in all their leading styles at the
universal price of 25 cents per pair.

t0

0

0
0

0
0

WE QUOTE THE FOLLOWING:
No. S.Vtl
K.
No.
No. . I.
, No. II N.

0
0
0
0
0
0

Mail

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

I.V. lHik
I
II

lVarl.
While foot.
.rny Mixed.

lilaik.

orders fiilled the same day as

ceived.

re-

.

0
0
0
0

E.L. WASHBURN COMPANY

F. J. HOUSTON COMPANY

122 South Second

AVK.

:
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West Gold

0
0
0
0

GROSS, KELLY & COMPANY

R.
Three men
New York, Aug.
Wholesale Merchants
were convicted, two pleaded gullly,
Wool, Hide and prJf,
and one wa dlwharged In the court
'
M KMX'lultjr.
of special neaalon today, In ciue Inupon
women and AMUIOPFJIQUIS
LAS V1XJAS
volving attack
children In the laat few day.
Philip Young, a negro, pleaded
gullly and wa Kent lo the peniten-

'
tiary for a ytar.
nhoe.
Mike (rgiine. "a
m.iknr uittt aenteurpd fo aerve three
' tnotith la the penitentiary.
i
Harry Williams, aged 64 year
Jplcitded guilty., JIu and U'o others
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FORO KT THAT
WE CARRY
THE FINEST LINK OF GROCERIES IN
THIN SECTION OF THE COUNTRY. F. G.j
I'KATT ) CO.

York-Chica-

York-Chicag-

TODAY. THE B

DON'T

ht

n
o
wires If
New
men worked In Chicago.
Word from

r5

9, 1907,

For prompt and' courteous treatment and
the vtrj chviemt of meat you will make B
mistake by railing en EM1L KLKINWOKT.
11
North Third street or telephoning your
order In.

Richelieu
Grocery

Store

FRIDAY, AUGUST

V. O. jUAUGER
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Avery, Jtntnm
Representing Mauser
(With Haabe VWau.-- )
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THE ALBUQUERQUE

tfce Jlltqacrqae

disas we approach the
tance' ftm that war, that we should
note less the caiiipf tires and ninfo the
blewlngs which have sprung from
their ashes.
half-centu- ry

Horning Journal
PublUhod by the

Journal Publishing Co.

SALOOIIS FROM

would he very glad to
field atay here long
Secretary
Cat
have
A.
MArpHEItSON.... .
Treil!ent
P
W. R. HI'RKK
Kllt.ir enoiiRh to pet thorounhly acquainted
H R HKNIXO
,
Kdlir with conditions and people. The . sec.
MAtUTS I. KEI.l.T.
retary, however, is one of the busiest
rcond-cUEntered
aiiiltr at tha men on earth, and hln sources of inpnatofflca at Albuquerque. N. M., under act
formation in New Mexico Just now
of enncren of March I. 137.
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;irr tut: mom.y.
gratified ut Ihe u.irtntli
exlcinli"! to him yesterday as If
The Judgment of Judge I,anilis In
I nnk
Ills MMt is Ihr chief executive Chicago imposing an Impressive fine
Th'Ti- - ha. seldom of many millions on the Standard nil
i.f thix territory.
company represents and expresses the
bH'ii such an iiiitpiviiiiiiií "f
,,,, 1Mi'1
accumulated popular indignation of a
iei.l" si It
that there lias newr hern such a l ! quarter century in terms of dollars.
ami Krnnal public interest In Ihr
The Standard nil people and their led
nilniliiisti alimi ain! what captains and horn blowers were wont
"f
to say; "Why. all these things have
it I exported to hrliiK forth as in thl
Curry heads. In been known Tor years. We have been
one. which CoiK-yesterday we're mor "oltl taking rebates and crushing competiS.int.t l'
timers," mme men who have livril in tion all over the country for thirty
New Mexico fur many yr.us ami whu
cars. The evidence is available in
liave borne the hriint of Hie roiiKh the Inquiries of legislative and other
days of early ile i lopnuMit, than h.iv public riiminisslons. If these pracever I n Gathered toijciher before.
tices were criminal, why were prosThere were. In addition, hundred
ecutions jiot Instltuled-of people h" cannot Justly he classed
These facts and the question that
us "old timers," but who have never- went with them were not easily antheless h oi much to do with th more swered. It seemed as If the hand of
recent devlopment of New Mexico. justice were paralyzed. The books
In pari this outpourlm; of the people were full of prohibitive anil criminal
was nit until doubt Miir to the wide legislation covering the case, but the
hkU lintaiice which (lowinor Curry department of Justice was silent. In
hi in New Mexico, for he is entitled the words of Philander Kimx. then
tTTTtand at Ihe head of the "old tim- at the head of the department, they
ers' " pro, osMoli; hilt it Is equally true were not "running amuck."
that it as due even more In the deep
Now. whothcr the policy of enforcInterest in the affairs of government ing the law shall he stigmatized as
of this territory whirh has been "running amuck" or not. It Is certain
aroused of late months and whirh lias that It remained for Theodore Jtonse-vc- lt
developed Into a public sentiment
tremendous
to overcome the
nrver known before In New Mexico. force of official Inertia. No man who
up to Hie appointThe events
has not inme in contact with officialment of ilovernor Curry have been of ism understands Ihe dead yvelght of
Miffioient Interest to reach every t it
bureaucracy or realizes the heroic
ho ares at all
of the territory
required to get anything done
or
territorial where It Is outside the rut. In addifor the proper conduct
iiftaits and to center that intercut on tion lo the customary force of official
the K"etnor's office. An so, the in- inertia there are In cases like the
augural imi of i inventor Curry lias at- present secret political Influences that
tracted more honest inienst ami clos- hamper or sidetrack action.
er public attention than almost any
Most of us, says the San Kra ticiseo
event in the recent history of tin: ter- Call, understands the tremendous poritory.
litical force exercised by the Standard
There is in this outpouring of the nil giotip. I.et us take the example
people and in the cordial ch ume to Itearist to hand. In California. K. II.
more
.oinct hi UK
the new Kovernol
llairiman. through his agent. W. K.
than a nine wehnme from the peo- Ilerrin, (xerciscs a nearly absolute
ple to their chief executive. Then- is p'lllli'al em. tinl. Mart dm. in is of the
it
Ihit N distinctly Standard nil group. Tiny found the
KoltlcthlllK III
hopeful and eiicoiii ainn. and that millions that gave him his start In
holild Kive r,,,..i heart to liovritmr r illi oad finalice.
Curry In hiclnnlnj; hi- - work In the
The same coiie Ive force of public
executive office, liovernor Curry ha.; plunder ixl ls In every jdatc. in New
wants the jnli rc-- t and York Senator Chauncev M. Hepew is
raid that
of the people; that withthe aged and decrepit nominee of
out it he I. els h" ran accomillsli lit- ll.irrlm.in, and In alliance with the
ad pubiii' inten st
tle. The w
other 'interests" they ran count
should, and something
Inauguration
in his
of the memlike
ov
the ln-doubtless will,
bership of the t'niteil States Senate.
that he has that inteie.st and tli.it It Is this power that lloosevelt has
at ioli hi' delie ttlil line Ilie
No other picsi- dified and altiekeil.
files Ju.-- l ..o Ioiik as he lolhlws the li lit has dared as much, although all
1,
lirn.nl. I lean pnllc) he has out li in
UnLo ts have been public know ledge
namely, to he governor for all the
or a score of tears.
any
interest sae
people I ei;.ii dless of
This fight has but Just begun, but
the be-- t Intel est of the w hole people aiieady we observe svniploms of offiaril th" t'Tiitnry.
cial cold feet. It h remarked by a
pie of .N"
Mexico h.H e inThe
in
office that the big fine
I'uny III plain Imponed by the
dícate. t' tioveiiiot
may create
Judge
an that Ihr) wel- reaction in favor ofl.andls
and u i. n. .1 k .i
nil
Stindatd
the
come It tit loidially lo I lie vxcculne crowd
because the punishment seems
Welcome
oIIIit; that they ale nl.nl t'
vindictive. We confidently expected
hack to a IhkIi offlclil position une nf some .uliell
fe.i rclilngs cf 'he official
.
teirlloi),
of
the
Ihe
leían citizens
rt. It needs the big stick to keep
and above all, that he has at his back them moving. The public will look to
Mil
anlu. ed utnl HlteÜIK' III puhiic the
incut "f Justice to see that
bcntiiiirlit Itudy lo gilt ill tit the
this
in liter Is unshed home and will
f. r wlihli he has rxiiis:'ed
o silly excuses.
The departand eeiy ment of
a dine In every aitloll
Will be held lo account
Justice
y wi ll II han for ItH object the
p.
for the full and speedy fulfillment of
(iiliityiliK of public uffalis and Hie
Its duly.
upbullüllui and advainrmi lit of the
tei riloiy.
Tin: ruizi-- winmm; stkikk.
willies';! I
The JIaywool tn.ii .i almost foigot-teIn our day we have
thieatcnrd strikes for all sort of things, hut ve
hut we are eeiloiiNly
with a lepitl'loti of the Thuw tue.
do riot recall ever tu fóle having hear l
a general strike for a longer il q
of
If Walter Welluian tan Just delay
more work. The Italian, Spanand
u
few
that polar balloon trip of his for
a
Greek laborers on Pin
nuil
ish,
week Ionic r be will have a valid lea-to- n
a nine hour dry
ii:
waltt
canal
summer
it
uitill
for iia)lrt(t
the
demand that they hIihII be nll iwel 'o
uf I
wnlk on Sunday. They do not k for
Hit ami that Attorney Cenital more pay per hour, but for moier,
flonaparte ia HOinewhut In the daik a bouts In whic h to earn pay, II
to the natuic of whirkey.
The allot-lie- )
ther hn conn1 a. chañe ovi'r
In
the last few
KMieial. it slcntld be teiiiatked, Panama matter
U not frmu Kenlm ky.
months Hint apeak volumes fir the
preeent management na well a for
The djiiiK out of the conredeial'.' Ihe administration
heh hn hc-- ii
war eplrlt an Indb ution
that th'.'
by It enrmle of mote or Uv
man of the nnuth Is first of all an aerlou
Intel ferencn In I hat manageAuieili an anj nol merely it aouthern-i- r ment. The reporl from the Cqiehr.i
I
unit mor tesliflej ti by the cut fur laM month ahow about nn- Kirat fililim off In the number uf Ixth more excavation lhan dur'ag ihe
cttinpa of rotifederate veterana. Near- month of June. Therr wn r.lii nn
ly four hundted audi campa dropped
Imreitse in th amount of dredging
off In 1S, ami tha muse for It la done. Chief Kimlnrer GnetliHl
laigi-l. riedited
tu gi l etal apathy.
s hot to be led by the iVIltii'
,tK,ir,t tilla diHletáne In iretllted oniy of a holiday Into any atopplng f He
'nrty-on- e
li'a charter Issued, or a Woik, and recently declined In allo'.v
111 t te
more than ten per tint of the th Jamaban wmker
to relcbr.t'.n
number of carnp lout. There ate their emancipation holiday by knock.,uth us irt ing off on their Job. It look triyi
at work lit th
i1.,u!, !'
productivo much n If Ihr Pan ion conal may be
Ihr
eflue
eimr
north
Ihe
nit 1 Cinilpieleil within Ihe limit" nf 'he
of itUenlhin tu tnoro Important
I kan Ilia mamnry r.f II
tln.a f.llrlril "by tfer rrflrlali tif tc
ij
mail'"
lion
iialriilJal war; lid It U LUU tltni, uduilitlilratlou.

is a tnetcban; at Socorro.
thoj leader of the
gone to Mount
qitai'teue.'has
Imperial
Clements, Mich., lor a short visit with

ftartlett

W. C. Peletler,

.Mo.,

an-lvei-

Grape Juice,

Club House

Rose's Lime Juice,

and
Duffy's Apple Juice, at

Sli-U.'-

Gained by the use of the Statement Ledger System.
Statement ready for customer any time. Carbon copy
of statement kept in binder. No sitting up nights making out statements at the end of the month. Good for
Every retail business. Better look into this.
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THIS IS NO FAKE SCHEME

We arc Retting right inU llio business and our firm Is not two days old.
Wo have a cash customer for two low priced vacant lots. What have you
got to offer? Trot them out and lets do some business together.

SEE E. O. PRICE, 212 S. Sedond St.

B. RUPPE

In less than tvvelvtt hours, after the
switchman, will message;
was received ritatll IÍ that the
leave tonight for his old hum ; in Kanfather was on the way here, young
sas on .i two Months' vacation.
McNair died. Mr. MeNalr, the father,
to:0.i p. ni. is expel led to arrive here today or
No. S arrived here at
morrow, lie will take the body to
iast night, being delayed at Winslovv Dayton. Ohio,
for burial. The body is
by a hot box on a passenger ci".
at present at the Adams morgue.
J. J. Key. chief engineer id tin- construction work on the Helen cut-oiMURDER
arrived In the city last nigh: on un HORRIBLE
extra freight.
IN ARIZONA CAMP
T. II.

I

tangs, a
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William Skehlon, of Toledo, Ohio,
appointeil as assistant yardmaster in
the local yards, Is being broke in by
Night Clerk T. I). Allen.
Charles K. Johnson, district passenger agent of the Nickel Plate route
spent
with headquarters at Denver,
yesterday ill Albuquerque.
J. S. Sydnor, bonus sit;iet vi or at
San liciiiariliiio, Cal., and Mis. Sydno,'
arrived in the city yesterday fromv
trip spent in Jamei-lovheir
Va.
il and
Mitchell,
A. J.
foreman or the
bridge ii ml building department of
the coast lines, had the local s"clon
un l. i ut yesterday repairing Ihe fence
about the shops and ofilce.
Kottn. nupei Inteiideiii of
C.
W.
transportation, with headquarters at
Chicago, with N. V. Jacohson, assistant superintendent of motlv-,- power,
spent yesterday In the city.
I

notii-ytnoo-

Ulchard Allen, the lineman who fell
forty feet from a telegraph pole at
Gallup this week, and was brotign.
to the local i.illroa hospital for treatment, is reported lis resting easy.
Sevir.il stoc k cars became mixed up
in the upper yards, near the Coal avenue viaduct yesterday nflcnmon al I
o'clock, resulting In one car being
so hadlv wrecked that It was burned.
The accident was caused by a switch
englti" backing Into a stock car, which
doubled 11 like a b ttef V when til
locomotive humped II. The force of
the collision caused the car to Jump
the track, knocking a car nn another
track oft.
1

iiniidKY's
gi.m:hi, MGi:it
itNs lito.M .Mii-:v-

itrn
General Manager

I'Aitrv

J. K. Hurley and

Indian Slatilile rcd by His
Shortly Alter Their Marriage
Hoily Partly Cremated.

lie
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Tuition,

Board and Room on Campus, $20,00
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and
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r.e.
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trial turkmc.
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ami m lienor tea
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an adterlleeinriit In Ilie
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Aila B, flmiltJ. U Hoi, M. X,
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W. G. Tight, Pres.

Springs, and
of Santa Fe
Ihe

I

An rrn of ritrrltjr la being enjoyed br our
republic. IllHHunoinletl and .pnal-iiiInIglorien
urn trying I act up a wall o(
"hnrd llmea ronilng' and giving cnt to
views.
llirlr
Afli-- r
.Tin, have liermne arqualniVd with
Ilia clnxa ut plumlirra we rinpliiy to do jour
work, mid Ihe high iiimllty of material ntd
af
hjr M. jiiu will have nothing but word
pntlNe lo any rrgnrrilng our work and you
will not ted diHUpiHdntrd or
future development!. Why ant en-- I
At
runt un w ith your plumbing rontrarta?
any rale, we would like lo aubniit eailmutea
on your prevent requirement,.

pilf

Tlrtrs I
coriirKijJ

Co.
J. L. HellTlamberj

122 W. Stiver j4e.
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LIGHTNING

HAY

PRESSE S, J. Korbcr & Co., N. Second

1

loes
perfect
wearing and

STANDARD

coolest

proposition on the

mar-

,

ket.
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KuOT-KAN-
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Women's (Jray Shoes,
$1.50

Women's Cray Oxfords,
$1.50 to $2.00
Women's White Oxfords,
$1.50 to $2.25
.Men's Cray Hhoes,

Cry
-$-

1.50

Oxfords,
-

-

WE

OFFER GOOD

LUMBER

VALUES
every anrt of building and flnlahlnf
lumber you're apt to require, no matJf
ter how large your operations,
you're at all Intprcntcd "It's up to you"
to Invtvetlifatu this statement for your
own aakc. Wo welcome a tnur through
our yard anil all the qucfitlunlng you
ifi

llko.

me HIO CHANDE

$1.50

U

IF YOU'RE IN THE DARK
a to where to go for your plumbing,
let ua enlighten you. It you want a
broken water or steam pipe fixed, new
gaa fixtures, ft bathroom put In, or a
furnace repaired, come to us. We Aa
new work ona!d or aar kind f
repair. Our work la right and io ara
r prlcae.

Dainty looking,

closely priced.
They are the

I
Y

anvas

Men's

a Mo,

First Semester begins on Monday, August 19, 1907.

I

I

Colleges-an-

Nevada; to

rado,

Ilttino;, well

,

Faculty consists of graduates of the Leading
Universities of the Country,

IHE "SHORT LINE"
To the Milling Camps of Cob

was married according to Ijic Pa pago
cereniony. The laitiii.i squaw aided DENVER & RIO GRANDE
in the murder.
It is the supposition ut Ajo that OrRAILROAD
tega was hit in the head while asleep
In the vicinity in winch he lived with
un
was
squaw,
and then while he
his
conscious the wickleii was sol one; lito Through the fertile San Lu!b
and Ortega was burned to death.
The charred remains ol Ihe Indian Valley; also to the San Juan
were found by a ininei as lie was
coming into Ajo from a nearby prop- Country of Colorado.
Me Immediately Imnrnieit the
erty.
camp of his discovery and a posse wan
l''or Information as to ratea, train
which gave pursuit to tho ncrfice, clcMcrlptivn literature, aclilrefo
formed
murderous lover and the squaw.
S. K. HOOPER,
With tin; aid of Papago trailers they
followed the guilty couple down the General Varfaenscr and Ticket
Afs
country across the International lino
DKNV10. COLO
Into Mexico, utnl they then gave up
the search without capturing the
: ,
couple.
The crime ha greatly stirred up the
l'apagos who are known as the most
peaceful and industrious Indians in
the territory, and they have already
communicated with their trihoauien
who live In Sonora.
It is expected ihut the murderer
and the faithless squaw will he captured probably acensa the line and
acord-lu- g
then lliey will be iltniPt
to the Indian custom lit that
country, which electees that murderer
shall bo lassoed and dragged to death
ut Ihe heels of u hoi so.

parly "f officials arrived In Albuquerque Hi 3 o'clock this morning In
Mr. Mm lev's business ear. attached lo
,n. !l. They left shortly afterward (iranil-o- il of the I 'anions Scout Asfor a tour of the Kin Grande division
,
tonishes Aii.ona MinroiK
Ilefore returning
nnd branch lines.
to hi ilutie at Topeka Mr. Hurley
Jouiilai-Mlricr.)
(Presentí
will Inspect the Kastem railway of
and the Pecos Valley
Kit Ciiisun, grandson
New Mexl
of tho faho
which
of
roml,
tuous plainsman, whose name he
and Northeastern
bears, arrived here yesterday from his
Is president.
camp In the lllack ' Hills, with the
4
and
scalp
and hide of six bob-cat- s
MIC li SHOPS TO WORK
two lobo wolves, which he deposited
on mavi.v invi:nti:i valvi: with the clerk of thci( board of superPresident Mitchell, of the Hunter-Mltehe- ll visors, with his claim' for a bounty of
Valve Motion company, of $32.
This makes $10 worth of
new
Omaha. Neb.. Ihe Inventor d the
scalp of Mild animal he ha deposvalve' motion on engine 1219. expect
In the orflce of the board of
to spend several months between Ijh ited
pervlsor, trapped In the lllack Hills
Vega and Albuquerque.
a
,.r.,l.er nf machinists lit ihf local within the juist six week.
noted as one of the greatshop have been placed under the su estCarson
and trapper In the wet,
pervision or Mr. Jlltcnetl, Him mey pa-re and hunter
while a resident of Graham counmilking a number of new valve
ttern, similar tu tha valve motion on- ty, it Is said, he almost bankrupted
treasury of that county III collect121. to be placed, on other loeomo- the
ing the bounty on wild animal.
tv""He stated that Itattlesnake csnyon
being asstited In th"
Mr. Mitchell
work by It. P. Pin dp', nf the Santa Ko wn visited by a terrific cloudburst
about a wick,n(', A black cloud
burst iieni the summit of the mounIN A PINCH,
USE ALLEN'S tain,
at the head uf the canyon, unci
K.
I OOT-lilli- ran wnr ho . one the water rose to over sixteen feet In
a
t
mllcr fir ualng Allen
less than twenty minute.
ufe
It makea tight nr lie
a

and Electrical Engineering,

Corra la lo and
Co.

KIT CARSON HOLDS
HUNTING RECORD

'

English, History, Spanish, French, Italian, Latin, Greek,
German, Oratory, Dramatics, Logic Economics, Education, Philosophy, Library Science, Commercial Branches,
Biology, Bacteriology, Chemistry, Geology, Physics,
Mathematics, Shop Work, and Civil, Mining, Mechanical

Furniture Crockery and
Household Goods of

Utah and
Denver, Colorado
News reached the city yesterday of
a horrible murder near Ajo camp, says Pueblo, is by way
Ihe Tucson Star. An Indian, whose Now McxicOj
and
name was aid to I.- ... i'i' Orle":;,

University

COURSES

OF YOUR OWN

bo-fo-

of New Mexico,
ALBUQUERQUE, IN. M.

The

SAVINGS BANK

di d.

Building.

THE SIMPLE LIFE

1

he

and Hubber stamp maker, riionc 021.

Y

We have Rone into the real cscito business simply for the reason that
we believe we're made to sell real entate. If you don't bclicvo us. trv it
on and we'll have you hiirnessed to aa piece of realty before a Jack ranmt
can sprint a rod. Anil rlKht here make an II mark that we have a fina
one of the beat.
buslnss for for sale: A store ready stocked; the location
ami mope; Its for abu-i-"va
This notice Is not for one that wants to sit around right
.into a Paylm? l
man with some ready coin. If you Y.ant It, jump
See E.'O. PRICE. 212 fe. feccond St.
ness. Come anil see me at once.

WILLIAMS

I

-

II. S. LITHGOW,
Journal

L.B. PUTNEY

h

ts

ADVANTAGE

A DAILY

.

Nindlln, of Kansas City,
in the city iast night la
visit her sister, Mrs. Henry Yanow,
for novel al
'Georg's ll.uuhell, of Santa J tosa,
is vin'Jni; .lis wifo and children
Mrs. D not ell
day
heir; lor sev.-r.- l
Miss

West End of Viaduct.

Bass Island Grape Juice,

So-or-

!

e

'I

F. G. P.artlctt, wile and child of
visited friends here yesterday.

relatives.

ot

Rose's Raspberry Vinegar

LOCAL AND PERSONAL

.Mr.

ct

Futrelle Furn. Co.

W. K. Drake c( Ketner nnd his 'slaMiss Kutherlne Drake of RochesDaylight Trip Down the Kin teter,r. N.
Y.. arrived In the city last night
in
Sccrclaiy
Order
Thai
fraude
from Ketner, to visit friend-- for .1 few
la.v .Nee the Country.
davs.
Established 1873
The Woman's Christian Temperance
Hilltur Albuquerque Morning Join mil. Cnlon will hold a meeting tonight at Wholesale Grocer. Flour, Feed
Learning
at
George
I notice in jniir Issue of the 7th thai the home of Mrs.
iiir Kast Central avenue. Visitors uro
President Klplcy of the Atchison.
and Grain. Agent for
and Santa Ko Is going to take welcome.
Mitchell Wagons
charge as host of Secretary James II. BOYS SENT TO JAIL FOR
Albuquerque
New Mexico
li'rlield while In New' Mexico, at.. I
will accompany him on his itinerary
THEFT OF CHEWING GUM
through the territory nnd that in his
I) It. B. Al.
trip be will pass down the, Rio Grande
DENTIST
to i:i I'aso.
at
indícJohnny
Grubb
and
Howard
it Is presumed that President Hip-le- y enme, the two boys arrested Wednespurspecial
for
will use his
this
day afternoon by Policeman W. C.
pose. Can you not arrange with Mr. Kennedy, charged with stealing
Kiplev for a daylight run down the
and chewing gum from a store at
In tirando and give the people of the
Third
and Atlantic avenue, were given
principal points an opportunity to sen ten days each yesterday morning by
Is
He
anil he seen by the secretary?
Police Judge Craig. In order to keep
the government ollicial with whom the youngsters from planning addiThe most modern electrical equipany
to
do
more
than
people
have
the
tional thefts, the Grubb boy was sent
.
other except the president of the to the county Jail, while the P.hldh-con- ie ment for denial work16,In Hie aoiitli-west15 and
Grunt
lllock
Itooms
I'nlicil States, and I feel cotltidelil
youngster was locked up In the Phono n':.
that tho people of Socorro, If given city j..il.
an opportunity would gladly turn out
and gieatlv appreciate the privilege of
meeting and greeting the son of then SON DIES AS FATHER
once highly honored president.
RACES TO HIS BEDSIDE
Please fire if this cannot he
THE PRESCRIPTION
A notice of the time win n
the train beating the honorable secreDRUGGIST
varace'
between life
Death wrtil in
tary ol the Interior will pass, the
rious points en route, given In your and death yesterday f morning when
West Central Avenue
papei- by Saturday morning, would Ki Herman McNair, aged üf years, died 203
at St. Joseph's hospital, before his
sut liciellt.
Moping this tan bo satisfactorily ar- father. K. Jt. McNair, an undertaker
ranged. I am,
of Dayton, Ohio, could arrive at the
Jiesoectfuly youts,
bedside of his dying son.
10.
A telegram was received here TuesK1CLUSY.
W.
7,
day
from the father, asking that his
Socorro, Aus.
ll07.
son be sent hemic, but the hospital attendants wired bac k li.it such' w as
RAILROAD NOTES.
impossible, as the young man was dying.
The father wired that evening
that he was on the way to AlbuquerBy Buying
The floors' of Ihe Alvatado hotel que,
against fate, that he would
hoping
foyer and dining room are being
son
seo
to
in
his
here
time
arrive
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that we are in pur own house and buyjat-rcfrom factories for cash; that we cán-nand will not be undersold; the biggest stock and lowest prices.
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children are spending the summei
LIKE TO MEET GARFIELD and
months here.

crmr the sewer.
Intensely
fill
now
( the
if

'

Mo-riar- ty

WÜ-lar-

It won!.

the local yards was burned last night
of the Iron work had been
removed. As the timber was very dry
the wreck car was soon reduced to
ashes.
The illumination made hy the burning timbers brought out the lire department, which believed that the
freight house was on lire. Several
hundred people from various parts of
the city gathered , Hhout tne burning
hulk, and stood ort 'the Coal avenue
viaduct till nothing .but tho embers
y ' t ..
remained.
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after all

MOKMXJ JOIKNAI. 1H
BKPl Bl 1( AN lAPKR or MtW
They Have More Than Their
Mr. Ilatriman, accordlns to un InMF.XICO.
HlTPORTINfl TIIK miM'l-rif.- 8
PARTV diana paper. Is to spend $2,nnt),(U)ll In
OF TNK RKPini.KAN
Share of Drink Emporiums,
Al l. TIIK TIMK. AMI TIIK MKTMOim OF advertising.
He has already had a
THK RKI'I lll.lt AN PARTV WHEN THEY
tremeridtius amount of
ARE KIÜIIT.
was received here yesterday
space, and it has cost him a great by Word
a well linown liquor man that a
Larger rlrralntloa Ihaa any thr paper amount of money, but perhups not in movement had been started In Mori-ala New Melri. Tba only paper la Maw the same way that he expects to spend In y and Stanley to drivn the saloons
towns In
those two enterprising
Meilra limned nery day In Ihe
this new appropriation.
the Kstancia valley out. The citizens
back of tho movement claim that
The Hisbce, Ariz., Iteviow deirles
"The Moraine Journal baa a higher
and Stanley are not large
rating thn I ncrorded lo any strenuously that Mark Smith Intends enough to boast Ihe number of saether paper la Albuquerque or any other to" introduce a single statehood bill loons they now possess.
Should the saloons he driven out of
dally la New Meilco." Tba American
for Arizona in the next congress. The Morlaily and Stanley, the only towns
ewapaper IMrerlory.
idea that .Mr. Smith should undertake in the valley where beer and other
anything so strenuous Is ridiculous nil liquors can be purchased will he
TKRM9 OP 8l'lS RIPTlOS.
and Estancia.
.
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In
its face.
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Dally, by mall one year
The business men of Albuquerque:
mnnth
tally, liy carrlrr. one
are manifesting considerable interest,
6o
lally. by mall, "ne mnnth
The Albuiiucrquc engineering de- in the matter, as they will lose quite a
should the saloon;)
partment will have completed its sur- volume of business
be eliminated from the two towns.
NKWr MRXle'O
Al.IUgVKHQI'K
veys and estimates on the proposed
sewer extension by the, first of SepSOCORflO PEOPLE WOULD
TIIK INM Iil
tember. Then is the time to begin

t TAPING

FRIDAY; AUGUST

Messrs.
test department of Topeka.
Phelps .and Mitchell are the two ofriding
between
ficials who have been
here and Las Vegas for weeks In the
little cage on 121 to learn how the
new valve motion works.
Ah soon as the new valve motion
Is successfully bolstered up for the
passenger engine of the New Mexico
division, engine 1219 will be returned
for service between La Junta and
liatón.

yOVEHIODIE

New Mexico

are extensive and remarkably
THE rate.

MORNING JOURNAL,

LUMBER. COMPANY.
Third and Marquette. Phone 8

PLUMBING AND
HEATING COMPANY.

THE ALBUQUERQUE

mmw

olutionary laboratory" for "the" manufacture of bombs of a new pattern,
and tremendous explosives.
They
seized a number of bombs and arrested twenty male and 'female students.

victor hügoTmemórial
on

THREATENED

field of waterloo

Brussels, Aug. 8. A simple druid-lestone Is to be placed at Waterloo
In commemoration of Victor
Hugo.
The sponsor
for the movement is
Count Louis Cavens, who has directed the activities for the preservation
of the souvenirs of the great battle,
and it Is he that has given the
ground upon which will be erected-thunostentatious monument Th
inscription will be. "To Victor Hugo.
Immortal Bard of Waterloo." The
memorial will he dedicated toward the
end of the year, and a feature of the
exercises will be a banquet at the hotel where Hujo wrote the celebrated
chapter of "Les Miserables."
al

DENVER
RAILROAD STRIKE CLOSES

" DOZEN MINES

GILPIN

IN

Colorado & Southern Officials
Claim Victory'Over Strikers;
Nonunion Men Desert Road
Brotherhood Asserts,
IBy Morning Journnl Nperlul l.ened Wire.
lienver, Auk. 8. President A. - L.
Parker, of the Colorado and Southern

railway, says the

company put to
work,
more men today,
feflIn
a
days
and
he will have the
road in normal condition.
(irand Master P. H. Morrisey, of the
railway trainmen, says that the situation is unchanged. He claims that
the strikers are making heavy inroads
in the ranks of the
and that most of the imported men
leave the service of the company hs
sooh as they learn of the strike. This
the company denies.
'Today's developments showed a serious shortage of domestic coal in
Denver. The coal mines in the Lafayette district are about to close down,
and twelve metal mines in Gilpin stopped work today.
. To prevent the closing of more coal
mines In the Trinidad
district the
company has sent there a number of
s,
who are expected to
go to work tomorrow.
twenty-fiv- e

strike-breuker-

s,

strike-breaker-

UOVKKXMKNT

AU.AXDOXS
lit lOlUS TO KM) STRIKE
Washington, Aug. 8. The national

government has failed as peacemaker
in the strike of switchmen on the Colorado and Southern railway and Labor Commissioner Charles P. Neill announced tonight that all hope had
been abandoned of bringing about a
satisfactory adjustment of the differences between tho railroad company
and Its striking employes. Mr, Nelll,
with Chairman Knapp, of the Interstate. ;eommeree commission, undertook to act as mediator at the request
of Vice President Parker of the Colorado and Southern, who declared that
in calling the strike, P. H. Morrlsney,
grand master of the Order of Hail-wa- y
Trainmen, was violating the union
agreement signed at Chicago last year.
"Jt has been impossible to Hnd any
common ground on which the contending parties can agree," said Mr.
X' ll!. "'and I don't, see that there is
j n'ir.( re vi'v fiovernmori: can do."
f.ir
he said, In
The negotiation--as the government Is concerned, are
an
end.
at
The carrying out of Grand Master
Morrlssey's general strike order will
mef na general tie-u-tie-u-p p of the freight
of the pasmean a general
senger service from Greeley, Col., to
,

Text!

ni?.

New

Mexico.

JEALOUSY KEEPS

U1III3

APAR

I

FRANK

HITCHCOCK

HUES!

ty Morning .lnurniil Kperltil I.e'.iiteil Wlre.J
Washington. Aug. 8. Most of the
lepresenlatives of the Central American republics who remain in Wash-

ington called upon Acting Secretary of
Utale liacon today, to talk Individually, with him about the project for a
general convention of delegates from
their countries In Washington to endeavor to reach nn agreement likely to
result In permanent peace In that part
With all partios willing
of the world.
to enter upon such n conference, the
difficulty appears to lie in the unwillingness of any state to take the initiative on account of personal pride.
Knch of the little republics think it
lias a grievance against Its neighbor,
iiiul in the absence' of an apology as a
condition precedent to an International
gathering, would have the other party
niaku the iiist advances. The stato
department here, supported In principle by the Mexican government, Is dethis conference,
sirous of furthering
l)iit Is stopped - from Its formally
I roposing a meeting by n fear that Its
motives might be misunderstood and it
be inspected of selfish designs and
unwarrantable Intervention.

at--;-
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TODAY

-

querque

Tonight,

' Which His

Plans

After
Are

Not

James H. GarOeld, secretary of the
Interior, will arrive In Albuquerque
this morning nt 10 o'clock on a special
train on the Santa Fe, on his way to
.Santa Fe.
It Is expected that Mr.
Garfield will stop here but a short
although
time,
he will return to Albuquerque tonight. He Is accompanied
by' President K. P. Ripley of the Santa
Fe, who met him Thursday tit Grand
Assistant Postmaster General Canyon.
G. F. Nicholson, of the Santa
Fe, Is also a member of the party. Mr.
of the United States Arrives Garfield's
arrival this morning is one
day ahead of his Itinerary, as previin the Capital Without
Anously announced, and it is not known
whether he will make the trip to Kl
nouncement,
Paso and the Pecos valley or not. but
It Is presumed that the Kl Paso" trip
will be made, since the party wll refSpeclul nUpntch to the Morning Journal.
turn to Albuquerque this evening. Mr.
Santa Fe, N. M.. Aug. 8. Hon. Garfield is traveling on a special train.
Prank Hitchcock, first assistant postmaster general of the United Stales,
arrived in Santa Fe yesterday. Xo SUIT TD DISSOLVE OIL
one In this cltv knew of his presence
TRUST ON NEXT MONTH
nslde from one or two federal officials, His presence, however, became
known this morning, and ho was one St.
Scene oí Xext Federal Fight
of the honored guests at the Inauguraon Standard MonoHly.
tion. It Is known that Mr. Hitchcock
expects to remain here until tomorrow.
His plans after that are not
St. I.ouls. Aug. 8. The first testiknown, and he declines to discuss his mony in the government's St. Louis
visit to New Mexico.
suit to dissolve the Standard Oil
company and kindred companies on
C. J. Mace, a local contractor. Is
the ground that they constituted a
busy preparing the plans f r the buildtrust, will be taken in the postoffice
ings of the Tesuque Pressed Brick, building
on September
31. Former
Tile nnd Improvement companv, to be Judge
Franklin Ferris, of St. Louis,
located at Algodones, nineteen miles who was
appointed
special
north of Albuquerque. The company to hear testimony, has Issuedexaminer
orIs to manufacture
pressed brick and der for the first testimony as an
above,
tiling and is to enter to lh contractors and
copies were mailed toduy to all
of Albuquerque
and southern Xew the attorneys.
on both sides. Frank
Mexico.
ft. Kellogg, of St. Paul, and C. B.
Chicago,
special counsel
Morrison, of
Do Yon Open Your Mouth
for the government, requested Judge
to issue the order. Judge FerFerris
Llko a young liird and gulp down whatris has not been Informed what witever food or medicine may ba ottered you? nesses will be called nt the hearing.
Or, do you want to know something of the The taking of testimony will mark
composition and character of that which the actual beginning of the governyou take Into your stomach whether aa ment's fight to overthrow the Standard Oil company, and the seventy or
food or medicine?
allied
Most Intelligent and sensible peoplo more subsidiary corporations
St.
Insist on knowing what they with It. The suit was filed In preyear,
early
in
Louis
all
the
nnd
employ whether aa food or ad medicine.
liminary matters have been cleared
l)r. Pierce believes they have a perfect away.
right to insist upon such knowledge. So ha
publUhes.SHEoajcast and on each
RUSSIAÑTdÍSCOÜRAGED;
whaUtTTmdielnes are made of
DO NOT WANT NEW NAVY
anavetlfiesjfyr-e- j
Tkls he feels
he can wMLAfford to do because the morn
thf lngredicnts'or which his medicine
Paper Advocates Itullillng
a retunde are stildli-nd understood the
I 'oris and Holding What
inore wlirtlicír superior curati ve' virtue?
They Iluve.
"
,
lfmrft-fa.uldFor the cure of woman's peculiar weakSt. Petersburg, Aug. 8. Minister of
nesses. Irregularities and derangements,
giving rise to frequent headaches, back- Finance Kokovsoff denies that the
ache, dragglng-dowpain or distress In Russian government has any foreign
lower abdominal or pelvic region, accom- loan In contemplation, .nnd says lie
out any credit
panied, ofttltnes, with a debilitating, does not Intend to carry expiration
of
before the
pelvic, catarrhal drain and kindred symp- operations
the two years' period stipulated In
toms of weakness, Dr. Pierce's Favorite contracting the last loan at Paris In
Prescription Is a most efllclent remedy. April, 1906.
It Is equally effective in curing painful
The Novon Vremya today publishperiods. In giving strength to inirsiiiu ed an editorial In which it protested
mothers and In preparing the ystem of against rebuilding the Itussian. fleet,
tho expectant mother for baby's coming, basing Its argument
overon
thus rendering childbirth, safe and com- whelming superiority of thetheGerman
paratively painless. The'" f avorite Pre- and
naval forcea In the Baltic
scription" is a most potent, strengthening and Hrlllsh
of the Japanese in the Pacific.
tonic to the general system and to the Ten or
organs distinctly feminine In particular. paper, fifteen years, according to the
not give Itussia time to
It is also a soothing' and Invigorating create awill
fleet capable of successfully
nervine and cures nervous exhaustion,
nervous prostration, neuralgia, hysteria, competing for the command of either
spasms, chorea or St. Vitus s dance, and ocean. , Under the circumstances, the
paper says, the better policy Is to build
other distressing nervous symptoms
fortresses, torpedo boats and submaupon functional and orgunlc disrine boats.
eases of the distinctly feminine organs.
A host of medical authorities of all the
several schools of practice, recommend HONDURAS RETURNS TO
each of the several Ingredients of which
"Favorite Prescription" Is made for the
PERMANENT GOVERNMENT
cure of the discuses for which it is claimed
to be a cure. You may rend what they
saf fur yiiurtelf by sending a postal curd Refusal of Washington to llccognlze
request for a free booklet of extracts
Present Itcgime Aligned us
from the leading authorities, to Dr. K. V.
Itensoii (or Cluinge.
Pierce, Invalids Hotel and Surgical Institute. Buffalo. N. Y.,aud It wllicouie U
you by return
Washington, Aug. 8. Formal notice has been received from the pro
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PRESIDENT PARDONS
INDIAN .WOMAN CONVICT

fio' Vtih After Serving
Ms Vt'iirm for Murder.

Nancy Miller

Wniihlnirton.
An. 8. President
Roosevelt ha pardoned Nancy Miller,
who was convicted about six years
info In Indian Territory of manslaughter for killing Atice Mrake In a dispute over a gosling. The woman was
rcnteneed to pay a fine of fsnn and
to serve tun years In the Ohio penitentiary.
She han been Imprisoned
for about six years, and the president
thought sha had served mifflclent tiie
for her crime. The pardoned wonfin
Is the mother of six or eight children,
who need her help.

Iludían Police Italil

Moscow, Aug.

N'iiooN.

The police tudnV
Imperial
the
searched
tchnlcul
achooU and discovered n central rev- 8.

PRIEST H1IS

HH

in

Victims of Wrath of Warlike

Morning Journal Nperlul l.onwit Wire.

J

Pittsburg, Pa., Aug. 8. Ludwlg
Sezeglal, .said to be an unattached
Polish priest, walked Into a hotel on
Carson street early today, and, without warning, shot the two proprietors, twin brothers, named Steven and
Andrew Stnrzynskl.
Steven died
within the hour and it is said that
Andrew cannot recover. The cause of
the shooting Is a mystery. The murderer was immediately arrested. He
absolutely refuses .to talk, and nothing can be leurned from his alleged
victim.
Sezeglal came to the hotel
about ten days ago, accompanied by
a woman who ; gave the name
of
Franclscla Sprock, saying she was the
housekeeper of the priest. The Sprock
woman has been arrested, but she denies all knowledge of the shooting.
The wife of Andrew states that ren
minutes before the shooting her husband went to the room occupied by
Sexeglal, and reprimanded
him for
making too much noise. Andrew then
went downstairs and shortly after she
says Sezeglal appeared in the hotel office and opened fire.

TAFT6QEST0DVSTER
ORDER S

Expected to Receive Instructions How to Kill Third Term
Propaganda in Conference

Tuesday,

the

;.

Momia- - J.mrmtl fcperliit I.enwd Wire. I
Xew York. Aug. 8. Friends here of
Secretary Taft. who Is about to start
on a tour of the world, have heard
that he will reach this city on Monday, and the following day he will
I By

Parade,

Something new Is In the wind.
Something new that is causing tho
g
wind to spend up a bit and get
and jolly, something that will
be one of the biggest features of the
biggest terrltoriai fair.
For the commercial travelers ore
coming to town. Albuquerque Is to
be turned over bodily for one big day
to the traveling men, every one of
them. It goes without saying that they
are coming. Muny of them have
accepted the Invitation and the
rest are sure, their fellow traveler)
say. to "comet hrough."
The Idea of having a "Commercial
Travelers' day" originated several
days ago In the minds of two or three
e
traveling men who gathered
together for a quiet afternoon of story
telling reminiscence. It was not long
until the talk drifted back to a day
in Kansas City, twenty years ago,
when all the commercial travelers in
the state of Missouri got together and
received life membership cards In the
organization formed that day. One of
the veteran travelers produced his
card, time-wor- n
and stained, but for
which he announced gravely that he
wouldn't take a hundred dollars.
Then came the Idea of a great big
reunion of all the traveling men who
travel In Xew Mexico, from the man
who sells soap nnd toothpltcks, to the
man who sells pianos and life insurance. The thing took hold. It spread
around among the wholesale houses,
and with one or two energetic men to
talk It along, It became an epidemic.
Now It Is a sure go and Commercial
Men's day at the next territorial fallís going to be a cocker.
Monday night a meeting will be
held In the Fair association oflices in
the Zelger building, when plans will
be made for Commercial Men's (lay,
committees; appointed from among tho
local traveling men and the plun put
on a business like footing. Personal
will go to every man who
letters
travels In New Mexico us well as to
his house, and the result will be that
the boys will be there. The pluns already include more business than
could be told about In half a day.
Among other things n list of prizes
will be offered by the Albuquerque
traveling men who will be hosts. ' A
prize will be tendered for the tallest
salesman, and one for the shortest;
for the fattest, and the leanest: for
the oldest and the youngest, and for
the handsomest and the ugliest. Thep-wil- l
be other prizes for other points,
but they haven't been announced yet,
ami will be held as surprises until the
day of the big time.
Another plan Is for the traveling
men to participate in the hlg trades
display parade. A special feature wll!
be awarded them and at the front of
the division will come the veterans of
the grip in the southwest, the men
who rode In the stage coach. With
them will come a genuine old stage
conch of the days of 1880, while right
behind will come the youngsters of
today, riding In a Pullman car, a genuine full sized Pullman car, with porter and everything else to match. It
will be one of the biggest features of
the show.
The local traveling men are
the plan, which promises
to go with a rush and a swing and
which bids fair to bring an enormou
crowd of the jolllest fellows on earth
during the big carnival.
mols-terou-
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BREWERY

DRUGS ACT,

IN ST. LOUIS.

Seria! No. 67fci
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THO AMERICAN BREWING CO.,

St. Louis,
LIQUOR CU

CONSOLIDATE!)

U. S. A.

Distributors,

Albuquerque.

M( K HAKTI.IOTT I'KAKH TODAY. THE
made to the Trinidad marvels for a
aeries of four games, two In Trinidad MONAKt'll I.KOIKKY III.
and two in Albuquerque,
the Ills:
Notice.
games to be played In Trinidad, AuI m leaving Bland. N. M with Co
gust 24 and 25.
of
today.
fat
AUKiiat G, and will arRoata
AlbuquerqU-players
In order to get the
rive
Albuquerque Htockyarda In aoven or
back here before early Mon- elKht atilaya,
I will auction them off to
where
day, August 26, negotiations are undci-wa- he htxhrat lildder In tola of 25 or more.
with the Santa Vo railway
I alao have wllh me einht head of pure
for an excursion rate to Trinidad Aniforaa three hucka and five doea which
1
will id hy the head.
and a special train to bring them back
H. T. WOOI (Alt I
home, so as to avoid walling over till
Monday morning for the California
limited.
Manager Matson received word yes- THE WM. FARR COMPANY
terday from the Santa Ke Cential.i
Wholesale and Retail
that they had been compelled to can- IlKALrn IN KKfcHII ASn HALT MEAT
cel their rumio with the Browns here
Muuiac
Rpmiallr
next Sunday, on account, of their fail- For Cattle nnd Hogs the Plgget Mar-Wure to secui u sp'oclul train I rom the
Prlees Is Paid.
Santa Ke officials.
Crable. the speedy southpaw of tr.e
Cimarron Swastikas, who put It over
the llrowns In the game last Saturday,
has been purchased from the Clmai- ron team oy Munaer Matsnu.
CHOrCi LIQUORS SERVED
What a New Jrney Editor Ku.n.
I'tleener llrer un Tap.
.

have an extended conference with the
president at Oyster Hay.
It Is presumed that the secretary
and Mr. Hoosevelt will discuss affairs of government in the Philippines
as well as at hoimt. It Is expected
that the secretary will be In a position,
as a result of the meeting with the
president, to start his speechitnaklng
tour with a definite "knowledge of how
the third term talk Is to be. silenced,
and If Mr. Hoosevelt has thought of
any new plan for eliminating himself
from consideration In connection with
the nomination of the national ticket
a year hence.
Mr. Taft'H tour will begin August
18, when he will leave
Washington
and travel leisurely across the continent. On the way he Is scheduled to
deliver a number of addresses, includM. T. Lynch, editor of llif IMillllliialiurg.
ing one at Denver. He will sail from
N. J , Dally P.m. w r .
"t haw iiwd many
Seattle on the Manchuria September
klnila of meülrlnpa for coukIim anil culila In
10. He will proceed to Manila by way NO REPLY YET FROM
my family bi(t nrvi-anything an Rood a
of Japan and China. The return from
lli.ney and Tar. I runnot any loo
TRINIDAD WONDERS Kidey'a
much In prulae ut It." J. H. oitlclly Co.,
the far east will bo mude by way of
n
driiKKlala.
railroad and
the
lirowns Hoim That Colorado Invlnii-lilc- s
CANTAI.OI PEW KYKKY HAY AT
nKMONA
A special convocation of l'.lo Orando
Will Agree In Play 1 teluro TIIK
HI 11 liKIHKKV
III.
chapter No. 4, Koyal Ar.'h Masons,
Dates In Albuquerque.
will be neld tonight.
Work In the
IF YOIT LIVE IN A SMAI.I TOW AMI
"""
M. M., P. M.. and M. E degrees wlH
I IM
IT HARIt Til CiKT WHAT YOU
All visiting compan
be performed.
l'p to last night no definite reply WANT IV FANCY OR Hl'API K UUIM KU
Ily order had been received by Munnger O. A. IKH, WHITE IN. HK HAYK NEAHLY
ions are Invited to attend.
4JL PR A IT
CO. .
of H. P, Hraun, acting secretary.
Motson of the llrowns to the proposal EYKKf TH1.NU,
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The Helen Uobvn and Improvement Company
fXMOOXrOSATBQ

ot
Are the owners of tho Belen Townsite, consisting ot 1000 Business and Residence Lots, size 25x142 feet, fronting upon 80 and
streets and avenues, right In the business
center ot the new city and directly upon the Santa Fe Railway Depot Grounds, The Atchison. Tapeka & Santa Fe Railway Company Is now grading (ts extensive depot grounds
yard limits 800 feet wide and a mile long (capacity of 70 miles of side track) to accommodate Its immense passenger and freight traffic, Harvey eating House, round house, coal
Chutes, water tankSf machine shops, etc.
THE CITY OF BELEN has a population of 1500, and several large Mercantile Houses, the Belen Patent Rollerivlills with Its 150 Barrels a day capacity, winery, etc. It Is the
largest shipping point for flocir. wool, wheat, whe, beans, hay and fruit in New Mexico. From its location upon the great trunk line leading nortn, south, east and west, to all
points in the United States and Mexico its futuie growth as a Commercial point cannot be estimated, All fast limited, mail, express and freight trains will pass through Belen to
Ghicago, Kansas City, Galveston and the Pacific Coast, The water is good and climate unsurpassed, Belen has a $16,000 public school houe, two churches, a commercial
cfub, three hotels, restaurants, etc, It needs right now a good
newspaper and a good hotel, The lots ottered are low In prices and terms easy, One third of purmay remain on note and mortgage for one year with interest at 8 per cent per annum. Title perfect and warranty deeds given.
chase money cash;
uome early it you wisn to secure tne cnoice lois. tor further paticuiars and prices or lots call in person or wnta to
70-fo-

up-toda-

te

ds

The Bele Towa and Improvement Company
JOHN VECK.E'R. Tresfdent

tu-a-

I

LOCATED ON THE BELEN CUT-OF- F
OF THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY. THE NEW CITY OF BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQULRQUE, N. M., IS AT
THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINES OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM
LEADING EAST ANO WEST FROM GALVESTON AND CHICAGO TO SAN FRANCISCO AND LOS ANGELES
AND
FROM THE NORTHERN STATES TO EL PASO, TEXAS,
THE REPUBLIC OF MEXICO.
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Gentlemen With the Handbags Who Will Play Big Part

Pittsburg Hotel Proprietors the

I By

City Will be Turned Over to

II

KILLS

ROTTLED

.WILL FLOCK TO THIS CITY
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St. Louis Bohemian

.

Ill

Government Investigating Publication
by Revolutionary Junta.

For Family Use,

10THETO
U STORM

BE HERE

MAY SUPPRESS MEXICAN
PAPER AT LOS ANGELES

Washington. Aug. 8. The, attention
of the department of Justice has been
drawn to a publication known as "La
ií..v.,,i,,í i,,ii "
hich recently made Its
appearance In I,ok Angeles under the
auspices' of a number of Mexicans,
who aim ot overturning the government of President Dlass by revolutionary "methods. The language used by
this publication Is represented to be
violent to a point that may render It
liable to suppression under the terms
of the law prohibiting the circulation
of the attacks on the rulers of friendly states, that are likely to endanger
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September 16 next, the anniversary of
LIE:
the present Independence of Central
America, has been selected as the date
on which Honduras will return to a
constitutional form of government,
adopting the provisions of the constitution of 1884. An election will
take slace in October for a permanent president, and it Is understood
that the leading candidates are General Davlla, president of the provisional government, and t. Gutlerlez,
formerly a member of the cabinet and
long prominent In the political circles
' .;
of Honduras.
The decision to return to a permanent form of government was undoubtedly the result of the refusal of Biggest Meeting of Traveling
the state department to recognize the
present provisional government
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We have about ten dozen of first-claover which we are desirous of closing out and have marked down so as to dispose of them quickly..
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Street Parade and Picnic
Part of Plans to be Considered at Meeting Wednesday

,
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nd the M. A. l'ackard $3.50, 14 and $5 Shoe for men.
Every pair of our Shoes from $3.00 up arc guaranteed. Send M
.
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